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ABSTRACT 

Seven cored wells through the bedded halite of the an Andres Formation have allowed an 

unusual, detailed analysis-' of the fabrics in halite. A descriptive classification system identified 

eight textural types of halite. These are: chevron halite rock, color-banded/vertically oriented 

halite rock, chaotic mudstone-halite rock, equant muddy halite rock, equant anhydritic halite 

rock, displacive halite in other sediments, cavity-filling halite cement, and fibrous fracture-

filling halite cement. Genetic interpretation of the depositional environment in which halite 

textures formed resulted from analysis of the relatiomhips between textures and comparison to 

ancient, modern, and experimental halite analogs. Chevron and color-banded/vertically 

oriented halite are recognized as textures formed subaqueously as halite precipitated on the 

floor of brine pools. Chaotic mudstone-halite rock, equant muddy halite rock, equant anhydritic 

halite rock are recognized as diagenetic alteration Ptoducts formed by karstification and 

diagenetic recrystallization occurring at least partly in ~he subaerial environment. Displacive 
i 

halite in other sediments, cavity-filling halite ce me nit, and fibrous fracture-filling halite 

cement are products of precipitation of halite within the Sediment during early diagenesis. 

Very detailed logging of the halite fabrics and anhydrite and mudstone interbeds and 

partings in the seven cored wells allowed correlation on a meter scale between cores. A 

basinwide pattern of alternation between zones of anhy4ritic halite with preserved brine pool 

fabrics and zones of halite with mudstone interbeds and ~ltered textures was identified. These 

alternating zones can be traced as much as 100 km between the wells, providing evidence that 

the entire study area was one broad low relief evapori~ shelf. Net mud maps of the muddy 

intervals suggest that the geometry of mudstone beds might be broad, poorly-defined lobes. 

Isopachs of the anhydrite interbeds show variation in th facies pattern in each genetic cycle. 

Some anhydrite beds thicken toward southern Swisher C unty, while others are thickest to the 
CAUTIO 

wes t, in Deaf Smith County. 

This report describes research can ed out hy staff members of the 
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INTRODUCTION 

The investigation of the Permian bedded halite of he Palo Duro Basin, as a potential site 

for a nuclear waste crepository, has provided a need ~nd a unique opportunity to study the 

stratigraphy and depositional environment of a thick and extensive evaporite section containing 

bedded halite. Reconnaissance studies comparing bedded halite units in the basin (Presley, 

1979a, 1979b) have been followed by a coring and research program focusing on the potential 

repository horizon, the halite of informally named units 4 and 5 of the San Andres Formation. 

The character of the San Andres Formation and its. lateral and vertical relationships with 

other units in the Palo Duro Basin (fig. 1) have been reviewed by Presley (198Ib, 1981c) and 

Budnik and Smith (1982). Regional studies utilizing geophysical logs have permitted recognition 

of five cyclic sequences in the lower San Andres (Presley, 1979a) and an interpretation of the 

general regressi ve nature of Permian evaporite sequencesj in the Palo Duro Basin (fig. 2). 

Construction of detailed regional crc];S sections USi~g geophysical logs and acquisition and 
I 

examination of nine cores through mait of the San Andres Formation have permitted 

development of a detailed model for the San Andres cyclic evaporites (fig. 3) (Hovorka, 1982, 

Fracasso and Hovorka, 1984). The textures observed in these cyclic sequences reflect rapid 

transgression followed by increasing salinity of a shallo~ marine-marginal water body due to 

decreasing communication with the normal marine environment. The initial sediment of each 

cycle is a thin, dark, anhydritic mudstone, derived at least in part from the dissolution of the 

underlying halite during transgression. The sediments deposited during the phase of increasing 

salinity are: skeletal limestone, dolomite, anhydrite whi¢h has replaced laminated gypsum, and 

bedded halite. Many cycles are not complete. The cycle htay be initiated by hypersaline water, 

resulting in a thin or nonexistent carbonate. The ycle may be interrupted by a new 

transgression before halite saturation was reached, res lting in the absence of halite. The 

halite part of the cycle may be removed following transgression, resulting in 

concentration of the insoluble components from the alite as a residue. Numerous thin 

complete and incomplete cycles can be recognized thr ghout the Palo Duro Basin through all 

but the upper 60 m of the San Andres Formation. The asal insoluble residue-mudstone units 
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c.., and carbonate units of thin San Andres cycles can be co related using geophysical logs over an 

area in excess of 26,000 km2 (Fracasso and Hovorka, 1984). 

The significance of " this regional geometry is that the depositional environment in which 

San Andres evaporites formed was an uninterrupted, broad, shallow shelf. Textural evidence 

from petrographic studies indicates that most of the ,vaporites were deposited in shallow, 

SUbaqueOlf; environments. Evidence that the San Andres limestone, laminated anhydrite, much 

of the dolomite, and nodular anhydrite were deposited in subaqueous environments is discussed 

elsewhere (Fracasso and Hovorka, 198~). 

The extent to which the San Andres halite was formed in a similar, uninterrupted shallow 

water body will be investigated here. Recent models of:, halite-precipitating environments are 

in supratidal environments (Shearman, 1970; Gavish, 1980; Weiler and others, 197~; Handford, 
: 
I 

1982). In the most extensive modern evaporite flats, the lRanns of Kutch of the eastern coast of 

India, deposition takes place in subbasins with physica1l1 or geochemically different sediment 

c.., accumulation histories (Glennie and Evans, 1976). Hand~ord and Bassett (1982) constructed a 

generalized model for the Palo Duro Permian, contrasting an isolated, small salt pan facies as 

part of the "mud-rich sabkha system" with an extenSive, subaqueous halite-precipitating 

environment as part of the "mud-poor sabkha system." The San Andres Formation, based on its 

relatively low clastic content, would probably fall in the extensive salt-precipitating 

environment of the mud-poor model. Bein and Land (1982), considering mostly geochemical 
I 

data, constructed an alternate model where the lower I! San Andres units 2, 3, and ~ were 

deposited subaqueolf;ly in a large shelf basin or lagoon, While in the upper San Andres and unit 

5, both the carbonate and halite parts of the cycle were deposited in smaller, separated water 

bodies. 

Handford (1981) studied bromide content of halite, trace constituent which is useful for 

interpreting the composition of the brine from which the halite formed, and found no apparent 

trend in the San Andres unit ~ halite. Ruppel and Ram ndetta (I982) mapped the salt quality 

(mudstone content) of the San Andres units ~ and 5 bas d on gamma-ray log response. The 

trends shown on the salt quality maps are spotty and diff·cult to interpret. The irregularity of 
! 
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the pattern might be interpreted to suggest that subbas ns existed during deposition of units 4 

and 5 halite. The implication of such a model is that t e character of the halite might vary 

greatly from area tocan~·a, so that information gathere about the stratigraphy, geochemistry, 

or other properties of halite at one location might not be applicable to another locale. 

The present study was undertaken after recognition that zones of clean or anhydritic 

halite and zones of abundant mudstone interbeds appeared to be correlatable between cores 

based on reconnaissance lithologic logging. The areal extent over which these zones can be 

traced without change in character indicating facies c~ange, provides information about the 

continuity or isolation of the halite-precipitating envirol'YTlents. Improved understanding of the 

halite-precipitating environments allows better prediction of areal variation in the character of 

the halite. This information, combined with the detailed logs produced during this study, should 

be useful information for repository siting. 
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PART I: TEXTURAL STUDY OF B ODED HALITE 

Methods ,of Preparation of Detfiiled Logs 

The present study utilized information and techniques developed during examination of 

5,000 meters of core from seven wells drilled through Permian halite and associated strata in 

the Palo Duro Basin by the U.S. Department of Energy. Generalized logs of these cores have 

been published (Handford, 1980; McGowen, 1981; RuppeJ and Hovorka, 1983a, 1983b; Hovorka 

and others, in prep. a, b, c.) For this study, the San Andres units 4 and 5 halite intervals were 

relogged at an expanded scale to permit recording detailed information (Plates 1-14). 

Consistency was emphasized so that comparison of subtle features between logs could be made 

with confidence. The three authors prepared detailed lithologic logs during an eight-month 

period and the senior author proofed all logs against th~ core. An additional check on the 

accuracy of the data was comparison of these detailed logs to less detailed draft logs prepared 

'-' by ONWI (1983) and the reexamination of those intervals irlt which discrepancies were identified. 

The locations of the cored wells are shown in figure 4, and the stratigraphic position of 

the logged unit 4 and 5 intervals in the cored part of ti1te San Andres Formation is shown in 

figure 5. In the detailed logs, unit 4 and unit 5 are contiguous along match lines at the top of 

unit 4 and base of unit 5. Each log shows eight columns ot data. From left to right, these are: 

depth, lithology, structures, halite type, interbeds, des¢ription of interbeds, comments, and 

zone number (key, fig. 6). The methods used in acquiring ~nd recording the data in each column 

are discussed below. 

Depth 

The depth shown on detailed logs (Plates t below kelly bushing corresponds to 

the depths painted on the core according to BEG S cific Work Instruction WSCL 001, 

Revision 02. Core depths typically vary from geophysical log depths for a corresponding bed by 

a few feet, with an apparent maximum variance of five fe t, due to cumulation of measurement 

errors. 
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~> Greatest uncertainty as to accurate depth occurs in intervals of poor recovery or core 

loss, where uncertainty as to the exact interval in whic the loss occurred is arbitrarily dealt 

with by recording loss at--the top of the core run involved. Also shown in the depth column are 

intervals where logging is less precise, because the core was unavailable at the time of logging, 

and older records were used. Intervals labeled "PC" refer to determination of the percent 

lithology shown in the second column by point counting. 

Lithology 

Visual estimates of mineralogic composition of Plates 1-14 for each foot of core examined 

were .recorded in the lithology column; the key to the symbols used is shown in figure 6. The 

scale is arithmetic, showing volume percent, and totaling 100 percent. The constituents 

identified are: terrigenous cl~tic sand, terrigenous cl~tic silt, terrigenous cl~tic mud, 

terrigenous clastic clay, calcite, dolomite, anhydrite, halite, and possible trace amounts of 

~ polyhalite. Reconnaissance petrographic studies (Hovorka and others, 1982; Hovorka, 1983) and 

X-ray diffraction, whole rock geochemistry, and grain-siize analysis studies confirm that these 

are the dominant components and that visual determination of mineralogy is accurate within 

the limits discussed below. 

Sandstone and siltstone are rare in San Andres units 4 and 5, but are readily identified by 

comparison in the binocular microscope with a set of ~tandards. The standards are typical 

clastics from cores of Permian Palo Duro sediments in which grain size has been determined 

petrographically and by grain-size analysis. The sandstone/siltstone boundary is transitional, 

and visual estimates may err in the proportion of each size shown. Sandstone and siltstone 

compositions throughout the Permian including the San Al1dres Formation are arkose, subarkose, 

lithic arkose, and arkosic litharenite (Hovorka and others, 1982; Kolker and others, in prep.) 

Mudstone is a mixture of clay-size and silt-size ma erial. Accurate determination of the 

percentages of these components is not possible during 1 gging, because of the fine grain size. 

~ The discrimination of siltstone (less than 33 percent cl y-size materials) and claystone (less 

than 33 percent silt-size material) is somewhat arbitrar ,based on crude tests such as gritting 
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'-., mud between teeth (test for silt size) and slow drying an "clayey" smell (test for the presence 

of clay). Discrimination between mudstone,· claystone, nd siltstone is very difficult without 

laboratory analysis -wfie-n -they are admixed with carbonat or anhydrite, as they are at the base 

of cycles in unit 5. 

San Andres carbonates are readily identified by distinctive appearance. The percentage 

of calcite is determined by etching the slabbed core with dilute hydrochloric acid. Identifica

tion of other materials such as siliciclastic silt withi~ dolomite or dolomitic limestone is 

difficult prior to laboratory analysis, as is identification of dolomite as a minor constituent in 

terrigenous clastics and halite. 

Anhydrite is identified because of its distinctive appearance. Minor amounts of anhydrite 

in halite are visible because they are left in relief on tht etched surfaces of the core. Minor 

amounts of anhydrite as cement or nodules in terrigeno~ clastics are identifiable because of 

the increased hardness to scratch test and lighter color of ISUCh intervals. 

Halite is identified by taste and because it is etched on outside and slabbed surfaces of 

the core. Minor amounts of halite as cement or diagenetic replacement of other lithologies are 

deeply etched in many samples. Apparent pores require c.reful examination and most are found 

to have contained halite which was dissolved during coringl or slabbing procedures. 

Possible polyhalite (MgCaS04 x H20) has been indicated in thin zones in several cores 

because of the distinctive orange or pink color of the sulfates in these zones. Microprobe 

analysis (Long-Cheng Liang, personal communication, 1983) has confirmed the presence of 

polyhalite at one location (2,325.7 feet, San Andres unit 5, 111 G. Friemel core) where it was 

petrographically identified by Larry M. Fukui of Bendix F~eld Engineering (written communica

tion, 1-27-1983). Additional possible examples of polyhali e have been submitted for laboratory 

analysis. Other petrographically identifiable components within the halite, such as diagenetic 

limpid dolomite, celestite, dark pigment (organic mate iaI), hematite, and other diagenetic 

opaque minerals are present only in trace quantities a d are not commonly identifiable on 

slabbed core. 
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'-' Accuracy of the percentage estimates for eac lithology was checked at frequent 

intervals by point counting. This technique uses 100 dots arked in a grid on a sheet of plas tic, 

I foot by 10 centimeters, which covers the slabbed surface of the core. This technique is 

preferred to thin section point counting because the fabric of the halite is typically strongly 

inhomogeneous, both laterally and vertically, so that a thin section does not include a large 

enough area to be representative of the interval. Insoluble residues, thin sections, and 

geochemical analysis are being prepared to improve the accuracy of the percent lithology 

column. 

Sedimentary Structures 

All of the core not allocated to engineering tests requiring whole core has been slabbed. 

This has greatly improved recognition and understanding of fabrics in all lithologies. Tech

niques used to recognize subtle fabrics in halite are cleaning and lightly etching the core in 

water, examining it wet, which allows better resolution of features within and between the 

crystals, then examining the etched surface after it has dried, which emphasizes insoluble 

components and the size and shape of the halite crystals. Halite crystal boundaries are visible 

when the core is held oblique to room light so that the Hght reflects off the crystals showing 

the differences in their orientation. 

Structures shown on the logs may be slightly enla~ged and generalized because of scale 
, 

considerations. Structures shown to the right of the column are features such as the nature of 

the contact between two lithologies, fractures, and stnJctures within thin beds which would 

have been obscured if plotted with the other structures. Symbols for sedimentary structures 

are shown in the key (fig. 6). 

Halite Types 

The salt classification used here is described elsew ere in this paper. The classification 

was developed to quickly describe the common fabrics recognized in Palo Duro halite and 

categorize halite crystal size, crystal shape, amount, c mposition, distribution of impurities, 

and other aspects of fabric. 
4 
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Interbeds and Description of Interbeds 

The composition, location, thickness, and chara er of bedding for interbeds of other 
- -

lithologies in halite are highlighted in this column. Terrigenous clastic beds, dominantly 

mudstone, are shown with a solid line; anhydrite is shown as a patterned line. The continuity of 

a bed through the 10 cm diameter of the core is shown graphically. The sawtooth pattern in the 

upper, lower, or both surfaces of beds indicates the ir~gularity of the bedding surfaces. The 

interbed lithology and estimated average thickness in miillimeters are shown in the description 

column. Also shown in the description column are any generalizations required because of the 

scale. In locations where many interbeds were present per foot, only two or three are shown 

with symbols, and the number of interbeds each symbol represents is shown in the description. 

Comparison of correlated intervals of adjacent cores indicates that little significant informa-

tion is lost by this generalization. Individual partings 't'ithin one-foot intervals could not be 
I 

correlated over the d~tances between the cored wells ~ed in this study even when looking at 

actual cores so all features could be considered. The locations of all interbeds of any thickness 

are shown graphically. Those for which no thickness is recorded are partings averaging less 

than I mm thick. 

A limit to the accuracy of these logs in locating inlterbeds is inherent in the use of a 10-

cm-diameter core. Inhomogeneities, such as karst pits and small-scale collapse features, 

truncate areally extensive interbeds and partings so that! they are no longer represented in the 

core. Alternatively, mudstone and anhydrite accumulations on pit floors and along small-scale 

fault planes which are not equivalent to regionally persistent beds may not be distinguishable in 

core from regional beds. An attempt was made, howev~r, to recognize such features in the 

core. Accumulations of impurities which were interprete as pit fills or localized along faults, 

are shown in the structures column. Discontinuous a cumulations of impurities of more 

uncertain origin are shown in the interbed column as features with irregular 

(.; bedding surfaces. Many of these discontinuous, irregula beds may actually also be local pit 

fills. Zones of abundant mudstone impurities with no def ed bedding are shown with a stippled 

5 
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pattern. These intervals correspond to the chaotic mu tone-halite salt type, described later in 

detail. 

Many interbeds care--mixtures of mudstone and halite, mudstone and anhydrite, or anhydrite 

and halite, as noted in the description column. A pragmatic approach is used in defining 

interbeds. Beds composed of irregularly spaced and inte,rconnected partings or beds with many 

halite masses within them and irregular bedding surfaces may, therefore, have an average 

composition of greater than .50 percent halite. Discrimination between anhydritic mudstone and 

muddy anhydrite is difficult in core and, therefore, somewhat arbitrary. 

Zones 

The numbers in the rightmost column identify zones which have been interpreted as 

correlative and correspond to the numbered zones on P~ates 1.5 and 16. These zones are not 
I 

intended as formal stratigraphic units, but as work un~ts for convenience of comparison of 

approximately equivalent zones in different wells. The numbered zones are based on sequences 

of beds which can be recognized in most of the seven cores used in this study. The upper and 

lower boundaries of the zones are somewhat arbitrarily placed at the uppermost or lowermost 

mudstone bed of a sequence, which mayor may not have :been correlated with the uppermost or 

lowermost mudstone bed in the equivalent sequence in the adjacent core. This procedure is 

justified because, although the sequence is correlated with confidence, correlations on a less 

than one-foot scale cannot be made with certainty over the distances between cores. In some 

cases, the boundaries between zones are drawn along li~hofacies boundaries. In cases where 

lithofacies boundaries are unclear or complex, boundaries are drawn along correlation lines, and 

several lithofacies are combined together in one zo~ with the uniting characteristic of 

com pIe xi ty. 

Description of San Andres Units and.5 Halite 

The study interval contains the section from the bas of the halite of San Andres unit 4 to 

the uppermost interval of halite in unit .5 (fig • .5). The c rbonate/anhydrite interval of unit 4 is 

omitted from this study. Carbonate and anhydrite rocks of unit .5, however, are part of thin 
6 I 
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cyclic sequences, each of which locally culminates in ha ite. The omission or separation of the 

unit 5 carbonate/anhydrite from the halite rocks would therefore, be arbitrary and unneces-

sarily confuse the sections. - FabriCs in carbonate/anhydrite sequences in San Andres unit 5 are 

further discussed by Fracasso and Hovorka (1984). 

The halite sections of both unit 4 and unit 5 are composed of halite, mudstone, anhydrite, 

and minor constituents best identified in thin section or by geochemical analysis. Halite rock 

(greater than 50 percent halite) is by definition the dominant component in halite intervals. 

Impurities occur both as minor components disseminated through halite rock and as concentra-

tions in interbeds. For example, in the San Andres un~t 4 halite in the J. Friemel core, 70 

discrete mudstone beds were identified on the detailed log. The average mudstone bed 

thickness is 3.5 cm, and the maximum mudstone bed thickness is 47 cm. The estimated average 

composition of these mudstone beds is 70 percent mudstpne. The 165-foot thick unit 4 halite 

interval averages about 7 percent mudstone (calculate? from the detailed log, Plate 2), so 

discrete mudstone beds contain about half the mudsto~e in the interval. The rest of the 

mudstone is disseminated in halite rock. Most of it is ¢:oncentrated in the 17 percent of the 

interval logged as mudstone/halite rock (salt type D), which averages 10 to 15 percent mudstone 

in irregular masses in halite. A minor amount of the mudstone is disseminated through 

relatively clean halite, which contains an average of 1 to 2 percent mudstone in isolated 

masses. Anhydrite makes up 6 percent of the unit 4 hrlite interval in the J. Friemel core. 

Ninety-five anhydrite beds were identified. Most are partings of unmeasurable thickness. 

Anhydrite is abundant along halite grain boundaries and as irregular masses in halite. Halite 

makes up 87 percent of the unit 4 interval in the J. Frlemel core and exhibits a variety of 
I 

primary and diagenetic fabrics. Similar compilations of ompositions drawn from the detailed 

logs are shown in Table 1. 

Sedimentary Structures in Bedded Halite 

<." Special conditions are required for the study of tex res in halite rock. Halite has both a 

high solubility in water, creating a potential for reactivit during diagenesis, and low strength, 
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C. causing it to flow in many geologic settings. These processes cause des truction of initial 

fabrics, so that study of primary fabrics is not possibl in many salt deposits. Additionally, 

study is limited because--halite does not crop out in mast climates. Coring techniques using 

saturated brines are required for good recovery of halite. Conditions for textural study are 

near optimum in the Palo Duro cores. A wide variety of well-preserved primary fabrics are 

present. Abundant examples of the relationships between primary and altered fabrics permit 

interpretation of diagenetic processes. The technique of $labbing and light etching in water was 

especially useful for textural studies allowing identification of features not visible on the 

outside of the cores. The availability of seven cores through the San Andres Formation allows 

examination of spatial relationships. Halite core from other Permian halite units in the Palo 

Duro Basin provided important contrasts with the t~xtures observed in the San Andres 
I 

Formation. 

Textural studies of halite have been published by D,llwig (I955) of the Silurian Salina salt 

C. of Michigan, Wardlaw and Schwerdtner (I966) of Devonian salt in Saskatchewan, Arthurton 

(1973) of Triassic halite in Cheshire, England, Lowenstein (1982) of the Permian Salado 

Formation of the Delaware Basin, New Mexico, and Ho~doway (I978) of Permian salt in the 

Nippewalla Group of Kansas. Gornitz and Schreiber (1981) present a graphic summary of the 

varieties of fabrics described in these studies. 

Figure 7 illustrates the suite of fabrics identified in San Andres halite and comparable 

fabrics from the literature. These fabrics are vertically-oriented bottom-nucleated crystals, 
I 

cumulates of detrital or suspended crystals, equant mosaiC fabric, growth zones defined by fluid 

inclusions (chevron structures), color bands due to variatiQns in the amount and type of included 

material, partings and interbeds of argillaceous materi1ls or anhydrite, truncation surfaces, 

I 

small-scale karst pipes and pits, recrystallized, altered, a d diagenetic fabrics. 

Bottom-nucleated crystals form as a crust on th floor of the brine pool. They are 

nucleated on detrital halite grains; as they enlarge, com tition for space on the crowded floor 

of the brine pool favors those with the fast growing cu corners and edges directed upward 

(Arthurton, 1973; Wardlaw and Schwerdtner, 1966). 
8 
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oriented crystals have grown upward until truncated by changing condition, appears in slab as 

a mosaic of similarly-oriented vertically elongated halit crystals (figs. 8 and 9). This fabric is 

very common in Sa" Andres units 4 and 5. 

Halite in modern environments is commonly observed crys tallizing at the air-water 

interface (Arthurton, 1973). Minute crystals are held in suspension by surface tension and 

commonly coalesce to form rafts, which eventually founder and form cumulates on the bottom. 

Weiler and others (1974) have identified detrital forms of halite accumulating in brine pans, 

including rippled, soft halite mud, and halite ooids. The "mud" is composed of 0.2 mm cube-

shaped crystals, and the ooids resemble carbonate ooids except that they have a smaller 

diameter. Relict detrital grains of halite or foundere(f rafts are sparse in Palo Duro halite 

although they are an important halite fabric in modern and experimental environments 

(Arthurton, 1973). One explanation for the paucity of su~h fabrics in Palo Duro examples is the 
i 

coarse average crystal size in Palo Duro halite. Apparently, the diagenetic conditions during 

and after cementation of any unconsolidated halite deposits consistently favored larger crystal 

sizes and ma;t original accumulations of fine grains have been recrystalli22d and are no longer 

recognizable. Fine halite crystals of probable cumulate origin are preserved in a matrix of 

anhydrite (figs. 10 and 11). 

Equant ma;aic fabrics are common in Palo Duro haUte rocks (fig. 12). These fabrics have 

not been identified in Recent environments. A pa;sib.e origin of equant ma;aic fabrics is 

recrystallization of any other fabric to the ma;t stable crystal shape, similar to the growth of 
, 

neomorphic spar in carbonates (Bathurst, 197.5). Alternatively, halite could have accumulated 

with an equant fabric, perhaps by slow, noncompetitive growth of crystals on a brine pool floor. 

Fluid inclusion concentrations along relict growth f ces in halite known as "chevrons" and 

"coronets" are abundant in San Andres halite rocks and are very similar to those described in 

the literature (figs. 13 and 14) (Arthurton, 1973; Wardl wand Schwerdtner, 1966; Holdoway, 

1978; Shearman, 1970). The growth bands in chevro show that the halite crystals were 

oriented with the cube corners upward, while in coronets the cube faces are upward. Chevron 

and coronets indicate crystals were bottom nucleated. 
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c.,. Roedder (1982) has examined chevron fluid inclusi ns from the San Andres Formation of 

the 111 Rex White core. He interpreted the regular ban ing as due to diurnal variation in the 
I 

saturation of the preCipitating water. This model requiks precipitation of halite in extremely 

shallow water only a few feet deep, so that the brines supersaturated at the surface could reach 

the brine pool floor without homogenizing. 

Color banding due to variations in the amount and composition of impurities is common in 

San Andres halite. The commonest type of banding is dark gray to black bands of halite 

alternating with clear or white bands (fig. 15), although [led-brown color bands alternating with 

clear bands are also found. Bands are typically 1 to 10i, cm thick and occur repetitively, but 

with irregular spacing. Petrographic and geochemical studies of the pigmenting agents in these 

bands have not been completed, but preliminary rest,tlts identify disseminated anhydrite, 

mudstone, and organic material in dark bands. Total org~lOic carbon in similar-appearing lower 

Clear Fork salt was measured by Handford (1980) as 0.8 teight percent. Light bands are clear 

or colored white by anhydrite or fluid inclusions. Fluid i clusions in color banded halite do not 

typically show well-formed zonation. Color bands may be associated with anhydrite partings 

and truncation surfaces or occur in uninterrupted halite. 

The sedimentary structures and character of mt,tdstone and- anhydrite interbeds and 
I 

partings will be discussed in detail later in this report. Regularly spaced interbeds are lacking 

throughout the halite of the San Andres Formation. This is an important distinction between it 

and the regularly banded "jahresringe" halite rocks such as those of the Silurian of the Michigan 

Basin (Dellwig, 1955), Devonian of Saskatchewan (Wardlaw and Schwerdtner, 1966), and some 

Zechs tein salt beds (Reading, 1978, p. 200), and, "varved" ~alt of the Permian Cas tile Formation 

of the Delaware Basin, New Mexico (Dean and Anderso ,1982). Relationships between and 

variability of types of San Andres interbeds are complex and appear random. Detailed 

correlations discussed below, however, show that groups 0 mudstone or anhydrite interbeds can 

be traced long distances across the basin. 

A well-displayed suite of features which crosscut th fabrics described above can be seen 

in San Andres cores. On the smallest scale, corrosion s rfaces cut across vertical crystals or 
10 



chevron structures (fig. 16). Most commonly, the co rosion surfaces are highlighted by an 

anhydrite parting or a thin interbed. Small-scale t .uncation relationships can rarely be 

identified beneath mudsfone- beds because the adjacent halite is typically recrystallized. SmaJI 

pits and other irregularities on the truncation surface can be identified where preservation of 

primary textures is good enough to define them. Palo Duro corrosion surfaces are similar to 

those examined by Shearman (1970) in Salina Ometepec, Baja California, Mexico. In Salina 

Ometepec, dissolution of previously deposited halite along its upper surfaces, truncating 

vertical crystals, and along grain boundaries, forming small pits, occurs when salinity is lowered 

by input of new low salinity brine. The initial precipitate of the new brine is a thin layer of 

gypsum after which halite precipitation resumes. The! origin of the Palo Duro truncation 

surfaces is believed to be similar. The source of lower $alinity water could either be input of 

less highly evaporated marine-derived brine across the shelf or freshening by input of meteoric 

waters by rain or intermittent flood event. Fisher and Hovorka (19811) attribute the moderate 

c.., bromide/chloride ratio of chevron salt to a process of precipitation alternating with input of 

lower salinity marine-derived (?) brine. 

Dramatic, larger-scale crosscutting features are id,ntified as karst pits and pipes. Pipes 

(B. C. Schreiber, oral communication, 1983) is the term applied to narrow vertical flaws in the 

bedded halite fabric (fig. 17 and 18). Widths are typically 1 to 3 cm. Lengths are difficult to . 
determine in core, but may be a few centimeters up to an observed maximum of two meters. 

Pipes are generally tubes of relatively equant diameter, but features with a planar geometry 
I 

extending the 10 cm width of the core have been identifibd. The pipes have a strong vertical 

orientation, but deviate enough to enter and leave the plane of the slabbed core face. The pipes 

can be differentiated from the host halite because of tht slightly coarser crystal size of the 

halite within them and the absence of primary fabrics. In most examples, it is difficult to draw 

a sharp division between pipe fill and host halite. 

Some pipes are partly or completely filled with m dstone (fig. 19). In other examples, 

anhydrite partings can be observed as broken and discontin ous fragments sagging into the pipe. 

Pipes containing nonhalite materials which collapsed into hem must have been open void space 
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'-' at some time; the coarse halite in them therefore w precipitated as void-filling cement. 

However, recrystallization of halite along the pipe wall clearly played a role in causing the 

fabric discontinuity at the pipe, as evidenced by the difficulty in identifying the edge of 

primary halite. Some pipes may have only been fractures along which fabrics were diagene

tically altered. 

In contrast to pipes, pits are wide features which clearly were once open void space 

although halite cement now fills all pores (fig. 20). Pits range from 3 cm to greater than the 

10 cm core width in width, and may be a few centimeters to 2 m deep. Pit floors are marked by 

an accumulation of anhydrite and/or mudstone, which is typically similar in composition to the 

insoluble components in the host halite. Most pits are filled with coarse halite cement, but 

mudstone pit fills are not uncommon. The host halite was recrystallized for a few millimeters 

or a few centimeters adjacent to the pit. Beds of insollJble material project as ledges a few 

centimeters out from the pit wall host halite. The geo~etry of pits is difficult to determine 

because of their size relative to the size of core available, but they appear, like pipes, to have a 

general vertical orientation and an equant cross section, complicated by the presence of 

anastomosing vertical passages and widening into horizontal rooms. Some pits are bottle-

shaped with a narrow top, widening toward the floor. In complexly shaped pits, insoluble 

residue materials drape all horizontal surfaces (fig. 21,). Rotated blocks of bedded halite 

collapsed into pits attest to the presence of interconnec~d open spaces analogous to karst in 

carbonates. Intervals of core with well-defined parallel bedding and banding and normal brine 

pool textures rotated 5 to 30 degrees extending for up toone meter vertically (fig. 22) suggest 

the presence of some fairly large-scale collapse pits although the pit which caused the collapse 

cannot be identified in core. The dipping beds are ov rlain by normal horizontally bedded 

halite. In some examples there is a suggestion of angular truncation of the dipping beds by the 

overlying horizontal beds, indicating that collapse occurre in the depositional environment. 

The origin of pits and pipes in San Andres halite is in erpreted as due to karstic solution of 

cemented halite rock. The pipes and pits crosscut the rine pool fabrics and, therefore, are 
I 

presumed to have formed in response to a change in envitonment. This change in environment 
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is interpreted as a change from subaqueous halite-precipi ating conditions to subaeriaI(?) halite

dissolving conditions. Karst pits in halite have been noted, but not described, by Weiler and 

others (1974) in supratidal zones of halite-cemented hali~e ooids on the shores of the Dead Sea, 

Israel, and by Hunt and others (I966, p. 62, 64) in halite pans in Death Valley. Features similar 

to the pits in the San Andres can be seen in the Permian Salado Formation. Maps of drift walls 

of the WIPP mine, east of Carlsbad, New Mexico (D'Appolonia Consulting Engineers Inc., 1983) 

show abundant anomalies, commonly 1 to 2 feet wide (rt1aximum 11 feet) and 1 to 2 feet deep 

(maximum, same pit, more than 6 feet deep). These features are recognized where they cut 

through the partings and bands within the halite. The change from primary fabrics to coarser 

equant fabrics is not identifiable on drift walls, partially because of the rough mine wall 

exposure. However, in test core samples from the WIiPP site, the senior author identified 

features on a 10 centimeter scale which truncate prim~ry textures by coarse cavity filling 

halite, very similar to the pits observed in the Palo Duro1lsan Andres. D'Appolonia researchers 

(verbal communication, 1983) believe that many of the anbmalous features in the WIPP site are 

channel-form, although no lateral mapping of them has been undertaken. In potash mines in the 

Devonian Prairie evaporites of Saskatchewan, Baar (1974) has mapped in larger-scale anomalous 

features, interpreted by him to be due to dissolution of salts at exposed surfaces by isolated 

rainstorms, when the dissolving waters scoured channels i and then evaporated or seeped into 

central sinks. Some channels have a clay residue derived from dissolved salts and are filled 

with salt. Salt-filled fractures are identified parallel to the channels. Channels are as much as 

1,000 feet long, and 10 to 20 feet wide. Smaller-scale features were not described. 

There are several problems with the interpretatioI1 that San Andres pits have a karst 
I 

origin. No traces other than the pits and pipes themsel es remain of any vertical fractures 

controlling the movement of fluids, but presumably some uch control existed during the stage 

of dissolution. Vertical fractures of poorly understood bu possible early origin are common in 

mudstone beds and carbonate units associated with the h lite section, and lend support to the 

theory that now-healed vertical fractures may initially ha e formed in the halite. Salt polygons 

with cracks defining their edges are common in modern en ironments (Handford, 1982; Hunt and 
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others, 1966). An additional difficulty in the kars tic sol tion model for the origin of pits is the 

apparent depth of several meters to which dissolution occ rred. Development of several meters 

of hydrologic head "'toe drcul~te the -dissolving fluids is difficult to envision on the extremely low 

relief surface on which San Andres evaporites were deposited (Fracasso and Hovorka, 1984). 

However, the same problem pertains to the examples in the Salado Formation at the WIPP mine 

and the Saskatchewan potash mines. Little is known about the hydrology of such extensive 

evaporite flats; therefore, models made at this time are purely speculative. 

Abundant recrystallized, altered and diagenetic fabrics can be identified in the Palo Duro 

evaporites. All halite rocks show some alteration, evident in the rather coarse average grain 

size, loss of chevron fabrics along grain boundaries (fig. 21), ubiquitous occurrence of diagenetic 
I 

blades of anhydrite along grain boundaries and within grains (fig. 24), and the common presence 

of diagenetic multifaceted dolomite crystals along grain boundaries (fig. 25). Naimen and 

others (1983) have examined diagenetic dolomite in detail. Many examples of halite rock show 

relict primary fabric which has been largely destroyed by alteration processes such as pit and 

pipe formation, dissolution and recrystallization, grain ehlargement or grain boundary migra-

tion. Halite rock which lacks identifiable primary textures, may represent alteration events of 

which no traces remain. 

Suites of the textural features discussed here occur repetitively throughout the section. 

The following classification recognizes common associ,tions and permits identification of 

common textures, so that stratigraphic and other patterr),s which may correlate to halite rock 

textures can be recognized. 

Textural Classification of Halite 

A classification of halite based on crystal size, crys al shape, amount and composition of 
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Most of the halite core examined has been from the San Andres Formation; however, 

examination of other formations in the Palo Duro Basin hich contain halite indicates that this 
I 

classification will be cuseful- for all halite in the Palo DLro Basin. No attempt to expand this 

classification to include fabrics from halite rocks in other basim has been made, although 

interpretations based on other basins and modern halite .. precipitating environments have been 

utilized to select important fabrics. 

The fabrics used to classify halite and the resulting eight classes are shown in Table 3. 

Each halite type is identified by a letter symbol, used for measured sections and geochemical 

data, and a type name. Typical crystal size, shape, composition and location of impurities, and 

fluid inclusion distribution are given for each type. The associated halite types, a summary of 

identifying characteristics, and a sketch of typical fabric are shown. The first five classes 

(chevron halite rock, color-banded/vertically-oriented halite rock, chaotic mudstone-halite 
I 

rock, equant muddy halite rock, and equant anhydritic halite rock) are fabrics arranged, left to 
! 

'-" right, from those showing the ma5t primary fabrics to thbse showing the ma5t altered fabrics. 

The remaining four classes of halite (displacive halite, cavity-filling halite cement, fibrous 

fracture-filling halite cement and replacive halite) are fabrics produced by halite introduced 

into sediments during diagenesis. 

Chevron Halite Rock 

Chevron halite rock is characterized by abundant;, minute (less than 50 micron) fluid 

inclusiom (fig. 26). Variation in the density and size of the inclusiom defines relict growth 

faces of crystals (chevron structures), showing that the crystals grew upward as a crust on the 

brine-pool floor. Most crystals are elongated in a verticail direction as a result of competition 

for space (fig. 27). The zonation of fluid inclusions shots that most crystals grew with cube 

corners oriented upward. Crystals range from 5 mm tal~ to 5 cm tall, averaging about 2 cm 

tall, and have a height/width ratio of 3:2 to 4:1. Some I chevron halite crystals appear to be 
i 

oriented obliquely to bedding, perhaps occurring as r~ettes, rather than isolated crystals 

(fig. 28). 
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Most beds of chevron halite are transected by eq ant halite containing a few large fluid 

inclusions. The equant halite is interpreted as halite ce ent filling kars t pits and pipes (fig. 15 

and 17). In some intervals of chevron halite, pits are partly filled with red mudstone. 

Many, but not all, intervals of chevron halite are bedded. Corrosion surfaces which 

truncate chevron crystals are marked by anhydrite laminae (fig. 16). Anhydrite laminae may be 

horizontal or gently irregular, conforming to the shape of the truncation surface. Anhydrite 

occurs within and between crystals as well as in partings, and is the most common impurity in 

chevron halite, typically making up 1 to 5 percent of the rock. In combination with the 

abundant fluid inclusions, anhydrite imparts a conspicuous white color to the rock. Chevron 

halite lacking bedding is characterized by variable cryst~ size, including some unusually large 

crystals. 

The preservation of the primary fluid inclusions is ~vidence that this halite has not been 
, 

I 

extensively recrystallized. Recrystallization would have caused expulsion, agglomeration, or 

«..,. other disruptions in the fluid inclusion distribution. The chevron zonation typically is truncated 

toward the edges of crystals, suggesting that some recrystallization has occurred (fig. 14, 23 

and 27). This recrystallization at crystal edges may have been brought about by the same early 

diagenetic fluids which precipitated the anhydrite ~nd dolomite observed along grain 

boundaries. 

Color-Banded/Vertically-Oriented Halite Rock 

Halite rock which displays the primary brine pool fabrics of vertically elongated crystals 

and/or bedding defined by variation in halite color but '! lacks the abundant well-zoned fluid 

inclusions typical of chevron halite is categorized as color-banded/vertically-oriented halite 

rock. Vertically-elongated halite grains, like those found tn chevron halite, are 0.5 to 5 cm tall, 

average 2 cm tall, and have length/width ratios of 3:2 to :1. Finer halite grains are typically 
" 

present in anhydritic zones. The shape of the crystals is isible on the slabbed surface of core 

when it has been lightly etched in water. Some crysta are rimmed with anhydrite blades 

which apparently replaced halite along grain boundarie during diagenesis. The anhydrite 

remains in relief when the halite is etched, defining gra n boundaries (fig. 9). In vertically-
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c., oriented crystals lacking anhydrite along grain boundar's, halite grain shapes can be seen by 

. the glint of light reflected from the etched surface afte it has been wiped dry. Many, but not 

all, halite rocks with cvertically-orh~nted crystals exhibit bedding, expressed either as anhydrite 

partings formed along dissolution surfaces or as minor variations in the amount and composition 

of impurities included within the salt. Impurities cause the color of the halite to vary from 

white or clear to black or red brown and include anhydrite, mudstone, and organic material. 

Some intervals of halite rock with well-defined color banding have equant rather than 

vertically-oriented crystals. These are included in this category as part of a continuum of 

fabrics from vertically-oriented crystals in halite rock which lacks defined bedding to well-

bedded halite rock with equant crystals. 

Color-banded/vertically-oriented halite characteristically is a darker color than chevron 

halite, even though it may contain no higher percentage of impurities than chevron halite. 

There appears to be a correlation between the presenfe of minor amounts of clay and/or 
I 

organic material and the sparse occurrence of abundant minute fluid inclusions which define the 

growth bands in chevron halite. It is not yet known to 'fihat extent this is due to a different 

depositional environment or to diagenetic destruction of fluid inclusions. 

Color-banded/vertically-oriented halite, like chevron halite, commonly contains abundant 

vertical pits and pipes. In samples with very abundant pits and pipes, much of the primary 

fabric is lost, and the halite rocks are classified as chaotiC:: mudstone-halite, or equant muddy or 

anhydritic halite. 

Chaotic ~udstone-Halite Rock 

Halite with masses of mudstone between and within halite crystals (typically 10 to 25 

percent of the rock volume is mudstone) and an absence I of definable bedding is classified as 

chaotic mudstone-halite (fig. 29). Halite crystals are coa e (0.3 to 3 cm in diameter), equant, 

and may express cube faces (fig. 30) or anhedral, comp ex corroded-appearing faces against 

mudstone masses (figs. 29 and 31). The mudstone masses most commonly contain anhydrite as 

stringers and compressed nodules which highlight the 1isrupted, compressed, stretched, or 
! 

intraclastic fabrics characteristic of the mudstone (fig. 3~). The composition of the mudstone 
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in chaotic mudstone-halite is petrographically indisti guishable from mudstone present in 

discrete beds (discussed below) and the clay minerals wit in halite are under study. Some of the 

equant halite crystals -irf some examples of chaotic mudstone halite have a red-brown color 

similar to the color of the fibrous halite which fills vertical fractures in other lithologies, but 

the origin and significance of the pigment has not yet been investigated. 

Although chaotic mudstone-halite fabric is a common fabric in halite intervals which 

contain abundant mudstone, its origin is somewhat difficult to interpret because of the 

characteristic absence of interpretable sedimentary structures within it. Smith (1971) 

identified three possible origins for clastic-salt mixtures in Permian evaporites of Yorkshire, 

England: (1) primary precipitation of halite from a halite~aturated water body, which was then 

mixed with clastics during recrystallization; (2) simultaneous precipitation of halite and 

deposition of clastics, which were then redistributed ~Uring diagenesis; and (3) secondary 

formation of halite within sediment during early diagen~SiS or following burial. Based on the 

absence of sedimentary structures, Smith interpreted the Yorkshire halite-clastic mixture as 

forming by the third possible origin in a vadose zone in subaerially-exposed sediment. Brine was 

introduced by flooding from above, capillary recharge • from below, or lateral recharge in 

response to salinity gradients. Smith suggested the te~m "haloturbation" for the resulting 

disruption of fabric. Holdoway (1978) identified chaotic mudstone-halite as the dominant 

texture in halite of the Permian Nippewalla Group in western Kansas. She interpreted some of 

those mudstone-halite mixtures in which some bedding in the enclosing mudstone is preserved 

and halite has euhedral shapes as forming by displacive. growth of halite in soft, silty mud. 

Mixtures with a higher ratio of halite to mudstone exhibit a chaotic mottled texture, which she 

interpreted as "haloturbation" by repeated solution and ~reciPitation of halite. Handford and 
! 

Bassett (1982) interpreted the textural similarity betwee~ the Palo Duro mudstone-halite and 
I 
I 

sediments observed by Handford (1982) in Bristol Dry Lakf' California, as indicating a possible 

similar origin, that is, displacive growth of halite crysta in brine-soaked mudstone sediment 

with a possible overprint of dissolution and reprecipit ion. Gornitz and Schreiber (1981) 

describe isolated displacive skeletal halite crystals in Re nt carbonate mudstones in the Dead 
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Sea, formed either by downward diffusion of brines und r submerged conditions, or by upward 

diffusion of connate brines under present subaerial con itions. Mudstone in mudstone-halite

polyhalite mixtureS" in the S~lado F-ormation was interpreted by Adams (1969, p. 96) as airborne 

dust contributed into the evaporite-precipitating environment, because of its intimate associa-

tion with polyhalite deposits indicating advanced evaporation of brine. 

In our studies, examples of mudstone-halite mixtures formed by a variety of methods have 

been identified. Most of the chaotic mudstone-halite rock abundant in the San Andres 

Formation appears to have a common origin as Smith's (1971) first option: primary halite 

altered and mixed with mudstone by diagenetic processes. However, within mudstone beds 

(distinguished from mudstone-halite rock because they ate greater than 50 percent mudstone), 

clear examples of displacive growth of halite and halotur1bation due to alternation of displacive 

growth of halite and dissolution of halite, (Smith's third option) were recognized. These 

features will be discussed below in the section on intEtrbeds. Possible examples of Smith's 

second option-precipitation of halite simultaneouSly with accumulation of clastic 

sediment-are not well understood. Intervals of evenly distributed mudstone and finely 

crystalline halite (fig. 33) which lack any of the features described below for typical chaotic 

mudstone halite and may initially have been deposited as mixtures. The best examples of this 

homogeneous rather than chaotic texture are in the Art~sia Group and study of them has not 

been undertaken. Some chaotic mudstone-halite mixtur~ may be due to diagenetic alteration 
I 

of depositionally mixed sediments such as the intervals of finely interbedded mudstone and 

halite found in parts of the San Andres units f.I. and 5. Typical examples of San Andres 

mudstone-halite are 10 to 25 percent mudstone, and, thetefore, have a halite-supported fabric 

with isolated masses of mudstone within and between hali 'e crystals. The high ratio of halite to 

mudstone, the presence of relict remnants of bedding an other brine pool halite fabrics, and 

examples of halite with textures intermediate between dded brine pool halite and chaotic-

mudstone halite suggest that much of the San 

originally bedded halite sediment. 
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Relict bedding in San Andres chaotic mudstone-h lite rock is defined by discontinuous 

zones of anhydrite in halite (fig. 34). The anhydrite is concentrated along grain boundaries or 

relict grain boundaries -of what were originally small (0.5 cm tall), vertically-oriented crystals. 

Anhydrite may also occur along one or more horizontal partings truncating crystals. Other 

primary fabrics such as chevrons or zones of verticall~-oriented crys tals typically cannot be 

identified. Many of the vertical crystals outlined by anhydrite have been recrystallized to 

coarser poikilotopic crystals. The anhydrite appears altered and was possibly partially 

mobilized. The anhydritic beds are discontinuous through the diameter of the core, truncated 

against mudstone masses or vertical masses of cleaner halite; however, the continuation of 

similar anhydritic fabric in a horizontal direction is deUnite enough in some examples to lend 

credibility to other less defined examples of similar texture. In a few examples of chaotic 

mudstone halite rock, relict chevrons, or relict color banding are preserved in a few locations. 

Examples of isolated, frequently somewhat dish-shaped, i horizontal but not laterally traceable 
I 

mudstone and anhydrite beds are abundant in some beds i of chaotic mudstone-halite rock (fig. 
I 

35). These accumulations are interpreted as the insoluble residue formed on the floors of karst 

pits. The original hast halite has now recrystallized and is indistinguishable from the pit-filling 

halite. Vertically elongated mudstone masses are also interpreted as former pits which were 

filled with mudstone. 

Examples of halite intermediate between bedded brine-pool halite and chaotic 

mudstone/halite are abundant and provide additional support for the interpreted genetic 

relationship between the two halite types. Figure)6 illustrates an example of color-

banded/vertically-oriented halite rock, which is truncated by a mass of chaotic mudstone halite 

rock. The mudstone/halite appears to be filling a wid vertically-oriented pit in the color

banded halite. The genetic sequence interpreted for thO example is (1) dissolution of a pit in 

the banded host halite, (2) precipitation of less than 0 e centimeter of clear halite cement 

rimming the pit, (3) accumulation of mudstone in the pi , probably accompanied by additional 
I 

dissolution of halite, disrupting any fabric present in the rudstone, and (4) displacive growth of 
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poorly-formed skeletal halite crystals within the mu stone, further disrupting its texture. 

Recrystallization of the host halite during pit formation did not occur in the example shown in 

figure 36, but is present -in many other examples. If in either diagenetic process, pit formation 

or recrystallization had been more prolonged or intense and had altered fabric any further, the 

primary halite fabric would have been destroyed and the sample would have become chaotic 

mudstone halite rock. 

In some chaotic mudstone-halite, partial dissolution of halite crystals along grain 

boundaries and halite-mudstone contacts accompanying recrystallization may have removed 

halite and aided in disruption of such fabric. Partial dissolution of halite would increase the 

ratio of mudstone to halite. The corroded appearance of mudstone halite contacts and 

disrupted, collapsed, and soft sediment microfaulted t~xtures in mudstone beds and masses 

affirm the importance of halite dissolution (figs. 29 and! 31). However, euhedral and skeletal 

haUte-mudstone boundaries and textures in mudstone ma$ses which appear compressed indicate 

«.,. that displacive growth of halite is an important process (figs. 30 and 32). The highly disrupted 

fabric characteristic of most chaotic mudstone-halite $uggests that an alternation of both 

dissolution and displacive growth processes during diagenesiS, as was described above for the 

well-preserved sample shown in figure 36, may be common. 

Equant Muddy Halite Rock 

Equant, muddy, halite rock is a catchall class for halite with no identifiable primary 

fabric and no evidence of the kind of intense alteration Which has affected chaotic mudstone-

halite rock. Halite crystals are equant, with average tq coarse crystal size (l to 5 cm). A 
I 

minor amount (l to 10 percent) of mudstone is present, b~t it is not concentrated in pits or in 

beds (fig. 37). In many examples, anhydrite is present in indeterminate amounts. Samples of 

halite which contain enough mudstone to pigment the halit~ red-brown or dark gray are included 

in this class. The origin of this equant fabric in halite i not clear, but probably all intervals 

identified as equant muddy halite rock do not have the sa e origin. 
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Equant fabrics can form as a result of recrystal zation of halite with primary fabrics. 

Examples exhibiting vertical and horizontal gradation ~from color-banded/vertically-oriented 

halite to equant halite whieh recrystallized under the influence of waters penetrating along 

grain boundaries or along now-obscure fractures provide evidence of this process. Clay or 

gypsum co-deposited with halite may have released enough water during diagenesis to 

recrystallize halite. Alternatively, equant fabrics may be primary, not recrystallized. Equant 

halite crystals and absence of recognizable bedding surfaces is common in chevron halite. 

Equant crystals are also found in many examples of color-banded halite. If the particular 

conditions which created the chevron zones or the dark bands were absent, primary brine pool 

origin of chevron and color-banded halite could not be recognized. Equant halite is found within 

well-defined beds in Permian salt of the Paradox Basin, Utah (R. J. Hite, verbal communication, 

1983). San Andres equant halite fabrics formed in primary precipitates cannot be 

petrographically discriminated from fabrics formed by di,enetic recrystallization. 

Equant Anhydritic Halite Rock I 

Equant anhydritiC halite rock is similar to equant, muddy halite in its absence of 

identifiable fabric but lacking mudstone other than trace amounts (fig. 38). Like equant muddy 

halite rock, the extent to which textures are recrystallized or primary cannot be determined in 

most examples by methods used in this study. Lateral anr vertical gradation of chevron halite 
I 

rock into equant anhydritic rock is commonly observed. ;Increased intensity or duration of the 

diagenetic processes can alter chevron halite to equant recrystallized halite. In equant 

anhydritic halite formed by recrystallization of chevron halite relict primary fabrics, such as 

corroded remnants of chevron texture in a few grains, concentrations of insoluble components 

marking former pit floors and discontinuous anhydrite par "ngs defining bedding are identifiable. 

Most of the thin intervals of halite with a pink or orange color have equant anhydritic 

halite fabric. A recrystallization origin, due perhaps to t diagenetic fluids responsible for the 

pink or orange color (polyhalitization/iron oxide stainin ), is tentatively proposed for these 
i 

samples. Most possible polyhalitic rocks have some re~ict primary fabrics such as sulfate 
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~ partings or sulfate outlining relict vertical crystals, but lack chevron fabric or color banding. 

Petrographic and geochemical studies of these samples a underway to resolve questions about 

mineralogy and diagenetic afterations. 

Examples of equant anhydritic halite of apparently primary origin are also abundant. 

~ost chevron halite has zones of equant, clear crystals above anhydrite partings and below the 

chevrons (fig. 39). These clear zones may have been slightly altered during diagenetic release 

of the waters of hydration from the probable original gyp$um in the parting as it dehydrated to 

anhydrite. However, the stratiform character of the clear zones suggests that the origin of the 

texture is a stage of precipitation of clear equant halite before precipitation of halite with 

chevron fabric. This indicates that, if the right conditiom exist, primary equant halite can be 

precipitated in ordinary San Andres environments. Crusts of subhedral to euhedral halite 

crystals have been observed forming in the bottom of the restricted estuary, Bocana de Virrila, 

Peru (Brantley and others, 1984). 

Displacive Halite 

Displacive halite, in contrast to the halite rock types discussed previously, is a minor 

element in other lithologies such as mudstone and siltstone interbeds within halite rock. 

Displacive halite also occurs in anhydrite beds within, berieath, or overlying halite rocks, and in 
, 

a few locations is found within carbonate rocks close to Iilalite. Displacive halite forms cubes 

(fig. 40), slightly skeletal crystals (hopper crystals) (fig. 41), and extremely skeletal crystals 

(fig. 42). Displacive halite is similar in morphology and occurrence to displacive skeletal 

crystals described by Gornitz and Schreiber (1981), but lacks the very fine skeletal fabrics 

described by Southgate (1982), probably because of the coarser grain size of the host mudstone 

in the San Andres. Matrix mudstone is typicaUy too hig~IY disrupted to reveal the displacive 

character of the halite (fig. 41). In weU-bedded examPles1 deformation of adjacent beds due to 
, 

displacive growth of the halite crystal can be identified~ There is a tendency for the halite 
I 

crystals to be nucleated in the more clay-rich laminae o~ the sediment (fig. 42). This is not 

expUlsion of clay during growth of the halite crystal asl postulated by Holdoway (1978), but 
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c." halite nucleation apparently controlled by preexistin variation in grain size of the host 

sediment. 

Halite Cavity:.FIlling Cement 

Halite cavity-filling cement is most abundant in karst pits. In these locations the crystals 

can be extremely coarse, in many examples larger than the 10 cm core width (fig. 43). The 

presence of some pits is deduced from an interval of very coarse halite. The halite cavity-

filling cement is typically clear, impurity-free halite with large fluid inclusions. Impurities 

associated with the halite are the insoluble residue materials, anhydrite and mudstone, which 

fell into the pit as cement was precipitating and define the pit floor (figs. 20 and 21). In some 

cases, it is difficult to determine how much of coarsely crystalline halite was formed as cement 

and how much originated as finer halite which has been ~ecrystallized, a problem analogous to 
! 

discriminating between cement and neomorphic spar in carbonates. 

Halite occurs as a pore-filling cement in all other lithologies. Halite-filled pores are 

abundant in clean sandstone and carbonate grains tones (fig. 44). The cement is poikilotopic 

with crystals up to 3 cm across. Halite cement in noni!talite rocks' may have been deposited 

under very different conditions than halite cement in pits within halite rocks, because of the 

potential differences in timing of precipitation. 

Fibrous Fracture-Filling Halite 

Fibrous, fracture-filling halite is common throughout the halite section, especially in 

mudstone interbeds within halite rock (fig. 45). It also ,occurs within fractures in carbonate 

rocks and dark, anhydritic mudstone beds at the base of cycles. Halite-filled fractures have not 

been observed in anhydrite beds. 

The fibrous, fracture-filling halite is very similar, in appearance in all lithologies. It 

characteristically has a red to deep orange color. All ractures have a vertical orientation. 

Most fractures do not appear to widen upward toward leosurfaces, indicating that they are 

formed in the subsurface. A few examples examined in thin section (fig. 46) are tentatively 

believed to have formed later than most diagenetic featu es, such as multifaceted dolomite and 
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~ anhydrite, but before precipitation of these phases ce ed, constraining the timing of fibrous 

halite precipitation as the last early diagenetic process. 

Halite As A DiagerretiC ReplaCement of Other Minerals 

Halite occurs commonly as a diagenetic replacenient of other minerals in San Andres 

rocks. Halite pseudomorphs after gypsum crystals in anhydrite matrix are very common in San 

Andres anhydrite rocks (fig. 47). Preservation of fine anhydrite laminae within many of the 

pseudomorphs indicates that the replacement of gypsum by halite took place without formation 

of void space; therefore, the halite is a replacive, as dist~nguished from a cement, texture. No 

evidence of coUapse or geopetal fabrics, which would indicate formation of void space prior to 

halite precipitation, have been found in anhydrite. The replacement of larger gypsum crystals 

by halite is identified as one of a series of early diagenetic events during deposition of the 

cyclic evaporite (Fracasso and Hovorka, 1984). 

Halite-filled molds of ooids and skeletal grains are c!ommon in carbonates (fig. 44), but the 
I 

'-' extent to which this is halite cement precipitated in a mdld formed by dissolution of aragonite 

or is replacement of aragonite without formation of a void has not been determined. Oomolds 

in which the cube corners of the halite filling are visible suggest that, at least minor 

replacement of carbonate by halite is pOSSible, because the mold formed by dissolution of the 

ooid would have been round. No examples of preservation!of fine structures within halite-filled 
I 

ooids or skeletal grains have been identified to confirm thJt entire grains can be replaced. 

Interbeds Within Halite 

Accumulations of non-halite components within hali1te rock are identified as interbeds if 

they are interpreted, based on continuity through the s abbed core, to be areally extensive 

features representing episodes of accumulation of materi ls other than halite. An attempt has 

been made to discriminate between areaUy extensive i terbeds and local features, such as 

mudstone fillings in pits and insoluble residues in pit flo rs. For this study, interbeds of any 

c.., thickness were identified, including partings less than one rrillimeter thick. 
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Terrigenous clastic mudstone and anhydrite are the materials which make up most 

interbeds. A few siltstone and claystone interbeds have en identified. Mixtures of materials, 

such as anhydrite nodules and displacive halite crystals in mudstone, mudstone disseminated in 

anhydrite, or composite mudstone-anhydrite beds with a layer of one material on top of the 

other are common. 

Mudstone Interbeds 

Composition of Terrigenous Clastic Mudstone.--The mudrock classification of Folk (1974, 

p. 30) is used in discriminating between siltstone, mudstone, and claystone. Siltstone has 

greater than 67 percent silt-size grains, claystone has greater than 67 percent clay-size grains, 

and mudstone is composed of the subequal amounts of silt and clay-size material. A few grain 

size analyses of samples from a variety of Permian sedi~ents suggest that many of the rocks 

visually identified as mudstone are silt rich and may actually be muddy siltstones (Seay Nance, 

verbal communication, 1984). Three grain-size analyse~ of San Andres mudstones (Table 4) 

showed a range from 73 to 57 percent silt. Petrography of thin sections of halite rocks and 

interbeds in halite rock through the San Andres interval i~ three wells (DOE-Gruy Federal No.1 
i 

Grabbe, Stone and Webster No.1 Mansfield, and DOE-GrlilY Federal No.1 Rex White, Appendix 

1) indicates that the mixture of silt and clay-size material is present in almost all mudstone 

beds. 

The grain-size distribution of siliciclastic sediments in the San Andres appears to be 

similar to other Palo Duro Permian sediments (Kolker a:nd others, in prep) in that the most 

abundant grains are coarse silt size. Fine and very fin~ sand is present in the thick clastic 

intervals, but coarser sand grains are sparse. Clay-size material and the finer silt sizes are rare 

in comparison to the large amount of coarse silt. A mecilanism of eolian transport is suggested 

to explain the unusual coarse silt-rich grain-size distrirution. Kukal and Saadallah (1973) 

documented a similar high silt (4 to 6 phi) grain size in a ariety of depOSitional environments in 

the Persian Gulf, and traced its origin to the silt-rich dus storms which transport an estimated 

2 centimeters per year of sediment into the area. Regional facies relationships and 
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c." sedimentary evidence is presented by Kolker and othe (in prep.) that clastic environments 

marginal to many of the Palo Duro evaporite environme.nts have a dominant eolian influence. 

An eolian contribution might therefore be expected in clastics interfingering with evaporites. 

Petrographic examination of typical examples of mudstone show that the silt fraction is 

dominantly angular quartz grains with approximately 10 percent orthoclase feldspar (fig. 48). A 

few percent opaque grains, petrographically identified as "ilmenite/magnesite, limonite, hema-

tite and leucoxine" and trace amounts of muscovite, chlorite, and biotite are present in the silt 

fraction. Microprobe analysis of the silt-size fraction of one sample confirms this mineralogy 

(Seay Nance, verbal communication, 1984). Kolker and others (in prep.) studied sandstones and 

clean siltstones through the entire Permian evaporite *ction and documented a quartz-rich 

lithic arkose composition. The average quartz:feldspar:rock fragment ratio for 33 samples is 

72:19:9. The compositional variations through the ev~porite section are minor, indicating 

stability of clastic source areas. It is predicted that additional study will show similar 

compositional homogeneity of the silt-size material in ithe mudstone. The clay fraction is 

composed of fine, felted to optically aligned clay with low to moderate birefringence and, 

typically, a deep-red stain. The clay mineralogy of the evaporite section has been studied by 

Bassett and Palmer (1981). Clay minerals identified in thirteen samples in mudstone beds 

within the San Andres Formation include chlorite-sm,ctite mixed layer clays, corrensite 
I 

(swelling chlorite), vermiculate-chlorite mixed layer cla}1S, and chlorite. Illite is present in all 
! 

samples. The same clay assemblage that is found in cl~tic beds occurs in mudstone impurities 

in halite rock (S. Fisher, verbal communication). The clay assemblage is interpreted as 

representing diagenetic alteration of detrital clays in high~Mg evaporite brines. 

Most of the Permian clastics have red brown colors i(IOR4/6, 10R5/4). In thin section, the 

red color appears as a stain, presumably iron oxides, ac;so iated with clays. In clean sandstone 

and siltstone, the pigment occurs in thin clay coats (cu ans) on siliciclac;tic grains. Interbeds 

and mudstone mac;ses within salt generally have darker gr yish red colors (IOR4/2) than thicker 

mudstone intervals, perhaps indicating slightly more redu ing conditions. 
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Mudstone and siltstone with gray, green, or bla colors are abundant within the salt 

section as beds and mottles with red sediments. Areas ith the more reduced colors appear in 

thin section to be iElentidll to the adjacent red sedimentS, except for the absence of stain in the 

clays. Reduced colors are probably due to slightly less oxidized diagenetic microenvironments. 

Pyrite or organic material are rare as pigmenting agents .in San Andres clastic-halite sequences, 

although they are common within carbonate-anhydrite intervals. Pyrite is common in black 

anhydritic mudstones residues between the halite at the top of one cycle and the carbonate or 

anhydrite at the base of the next cycle. The pyrite is presumed to have formed in response to 

diagenetic conditio~ established during deposition of the overlying carbonate or anhydrite. The 

total organiC carbon of two samples of one dark mudstone bed at the base of San Andres unit 4. 

in the DOE-Gruy Federal No. 1 Rex White core was 0.10 and 0.16 percent (S. Dutton, 1980; 

unpublished report from GeoStrat). 

Sedimentary Structures in Terrigenous Clastic Mucfstones.--Mudstones in the San Andres 

Formation typically have a highly disrupted fabric. Out of the approximately 100 discrete 

mudstone beds or partings within the San Andres unit 4. halite, each of the seven cores 

examined, 3 to 13 beds have well preserved sedimentary structures, and a similar number have 

disrupted fabric in which remnant bedding is preserved. the remainder are homogenized or are 
! 

composed of unsorted, unoriented intraclasts with poorly defined shapes (fig. 4.1). This fabric is 

described as disturbed intraclastic fabric. The most abundant preserved structures are small

scale (1 to 5 mm) ripple cross-laminae in siltstone or muddy siltstones alternating with thin 

mudstone or claystone drapes (figs. 4.9 and 50). Some of the thicker, siltier clastic beds, notably 

the "pi" marker bed in the upper San Andres, contain abu~dant microscour features, up to 1 cm 

deep and a few centimeters across, and associated size-s rted and imbricated granule to coarse 

sand-size claystone rip-up clasts. In most mudstone inter ds, the grain size contrast between 

the rippled material and the drape material is small e ough so that rippleforms are poorly 

defined, but scours appear to be minor or lacking. parall' el stratification is fairly common in 

mudstone and muddy siltstone, but the fabric is not well defined enough to determine whe~her 
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this is real parallel lamination due to vertical accretio or trans latent strata formed by ripple 

migration. Graded bedding has not yet been identifie in core or thin section. In the San 

Andres Formation,.. muds'tone interbeds in halite with preserved fabric tend to be part of a 

sequence of thin clastic beds with preserved fabric, interbedded with thin beds of halite also 

with preserved fabric (fig. 51). The tops of some thiqk mudstone beds are ripple laminated 

above the lower disrupted part (fig. 52). In many beds, zones of disrupted intraclas tic fabric 

alternate with well-preserved structures. 

The origin of the disrupted fabric is not obvious in most samples. Disrupted fabrics in San 

Andres mudstones might be attributed to burrowing or to intraclastic fabrics interpreted as rip

up conglomerate. Evidence collected in this study suggeslts that the origin of most, if not all, of 

the disrupted intraclastic fabric in San Andres mudstone$ is due to displacive growth of halite 

and/or collapse after dissolution of halite, a process known as haloturbation. Although modern 

halite-saturated environments can contain abundant organisms such as brine shrimp, no 

'-' evidence of such organisms, such as fecal pellets or welltpreserved burrows have been found in 

Palo Duro halite rocks or in interbeds within them. It seems unlikely that burrows would only 

occur in the most highly disturbed strata, and neve~ in isolated occurrences where the 

diagna;tic burrow fabrics could be clearly recognized. A rip-up clast origin is also rejected for 

most San Andres mudstone beds with disrupted fabriCs, because they lack the diagna;tic 

features of rip-up clasts. The poorly defined intraclasts exhibit no trace of sorting by clast size 

and have no horizontal or imbricated preferred orientation. The clasts are most commonly the 

clean silt fraction in a more clay-rich mudstone matrix. 'In normal rip-up clasts, the clasts are 

claystone or mudstone, because of the greater cohesiveness of unlithified clayey sediments. 

Small size-sorted clay rip-up clasts are recognized in a fey.. intervals as discussed above. 
i 

Evidence for the origin of San Angres @A~i traclastic fabrics by haloturbation is: 
.. ~-.-."-- .......... "', 

(O the adjacent facies relationships between disturbed intraclastic fabric and bedded halite and 
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which stratified or massive clastics vertically grade int disturbed intraclastic fabrics, then to 

disturbed intraclastic fabrics containing preserved h lite crystals, and finally to chaotic 

mudstone-halite or bedded halite rock. This sequence .is interpreted as reflecting increasing 

duration of halite precipitating conditions in an environment alternating between clastic 

sedimentation and halite precipitation. Halite did not precipitate in the sedimentary environ-

ment of the bedded clastics. Displacive halite crystals were precipitated during intermittent 

flooding of the disturbed intraclastic sediment by brine, but were dissolved during long 

intervening terrestrial intervals. In environments more frequently flooded by brine the chances 

of halite preservation within the sediment are high. Clastic sediments with displacive halite 

are found adjacent in the facies tract to bedded or chaotic mudstone-halite deposited where 

halite precipitating conditione; are frequent compared to clastic input. 

A similar facies relationship can be seen on a smaller scale within the San Andres where 

individual mudstone beds with preserved lamination g~nerallY contain few displacive halite 

crystals and occur in association with halite with preserved primary fabric. Preservation of 

sedimentary structures in both mudstone and halite indicate that the processes of displacive 

growth and/or collapse and dissolution of halite, which cause the process of haloturbation, had , 

been relatively inactive in these beds (fig. 51). In cotnparison, intervals of mudstone with 
'. 

homogenized or disturbed-intraclastic texture interpre~d as due to haloturbation commonly 

contain displacive halite crystals and are associated with chaotic mudstone-halite fabric formed 

as discussed previously by haloturbation processes. 

Textural evidence that haloturbation is an important process in forming disrupted-

intraclastic fabrics is shown in figures 52 and 53. ~Growth of halite crystals occurring 

displacively within sediments deforms initially well-straified sediments. Small halite crystals 

crusting the sediment surface were dissolved during or fter the deposition of the overlying 

sediment, leaving silt-filled molds and collapsed fabri • More complex fabrics result from 

displacive growth of halite followed by dissolution. Crys als with cube faces expressed equally 

on all sides or which deform original stratification art accepted as evidence of displacive 
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growth. Casts of cubic crystals, collapse fabrics, and orroded halite masses in mudstone are 

interpreted as evidence of dissolution of halite. Mast mudstone-interbed environments appear 
-' 

to have favored -alternation between halite precipitation and halite dissolution, forming 

intensely disrupted fabrics. 

Mudstone beds exhibit a variety of relationships with adjacent halite. Completely 

horizontal, nonpenetrative contacts between mudstone beds and hast halite are rare. Typically 

the contact is slightly irregular and the halite and mudstone are mixed. The mixture may result 

from (l) deposition of mudstone over an irregular halite surface, (2) corrosion of halite during or 

after mudstone deposition caused mudstone to collapse into pits in the halite (figs. 36 and 48), 

or (J) displacive growth of halite in the mudstone (fig. 54). In mast examples, the initial 

mud/halite relationships have been obscured by halotutbation processes. Upper surfaces of 

mudstone beds are also irregular in many examples. The. origin of the irregular upper contacts 

is unclear. Oisplacive growth of halite within the mudstone bed before, during, or after 

resumption of halite precipitation of the overlying bed is one explanation. 

Most mudstone beds in the San Andres Formation have been fractured and the fractures 

filled with fibrous red halite. Fractures have been obserred in similar occurrences through the 

entire Permian salt section, from Clear Fork to Salado4Tansill. Fractures occur in mudstone 

and carbonates, but truncate against or are invisibly Iftealed in halite and anhydrite. The 

fractures have a strong vertical orientation, although they may deviate in response to lithologic 

inhomogeneities in the hast material. They may be up t~ several meters long and greater than 

the 10 cm core diameter in width. Fractures intersect at high angles, indicating that they may 

form polygons in plan view. The fractures do not othtrwise have the same morphology as 
I 

surficial desiccation cracks. They do not widen upward I toward a paleosurface, but appear to 

'. 

pinch out to unfractured hast material with equal fr~quency upward and downward. An 

additional argument against a surficial mudcrack origin is that no similar appearing features 

filled with any material other than halite have been se n. If these fractures were surficial 

features in mudstone host, some fractures should have be n filled with carbonate or siliciclastic 
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mud sediments during flooding of the desiccated surfa • The halite fillings suggest that the 

fractures formed in the subsurface environment where t e fractures were sealed agains t input 

of detrital sediments. c - --

The halite in the fractures is composed of fibers.several millimeters in crass sectional 

diameter. Fibers are perpendicular to the fracture walls and may be elongated enough to 

extend from wall to wall of the host fracture. The distinctive red-orange color appears, in a 

few thin sections, to be due to red stain at the edges of the fibers. Zonation parallel to the vein 

walls defined by variation in the red color and the fibrous character of the vein fills suggests 

that the opening of the fracture may have coincided with the precipitation of the halite. 

The relationships between the halite-filled fractures and other evaporites is obscure. In 

many examples, a fracture in a mudstone bed appears to have fractured an anhydrite nodule 

within the mudstone, but, where the nodule was broken, the fracture has been healed by 

anhydrite rather than halite (fig. 55). Where halite-fille<f fractures in mudstone beds truncate 

against the overlying and underlying halite, relationships are unclear. There is no evidence that 

the fracture either extended into the halite, or that there I has been shear between the mudstone 

and halite beds to take up the differential deformation. In many cases, red fibrous halite in 

fractures appears to terminate into displacive, red or clear, slightly skeletal halite crystals in 

mudstone. 

Evidence of the timing of formation of these fractutes is inconclusive. The fracture walls 

are characteristically not perfectly parallel, indicating the sediment, once fractured, was able 

to deform plastically as the fracture opened but the fractures have not been deformed by 

compaction. The halite in some fractures contains diagenetic replacive anhydrite and 

multifaceted dolomite similar to that which occurs in most other halite. These diagenetic 
I 

minerals are typically small, and sparse or absent, how ver, as if the fracture filling halite 

formed during and not before completion of the phas s of diagenesis during which these 

minerals precipitated. However, if the fibrous halite-fill d fractures in the carbonates have a 

common origin with the similar appearing fractures in the mudstone interbeds in halite, the 
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'-., fracturing must have occurred after the carbonate was removed from its depositional 

environment. Halite could have been supplied from bri e pools some tens of meters or more 

above the fracture. - Alternatively, halite could have .been supplied at any time by brines 

squeezed from adjacent sediments. A study of the orientation of these fractures based on 

Fracture Identification Logs indicates that they have the same preferred orientation as 

fractures of other kinds (E. Collins, verbal communication). The timing of formation of halite 

veins has been further discussed by Luneau (in prep.). 

Dark Anhydritic Mudstone Insoluble Residue.--Mlildstone beds occur at the contacts 

between halite at the top of one cycle and the carbonate or anhydrite at the base of the next. 

Although in reconnaissance studies the mudstone at the base of cycles appears to be 

compositionally similar to other mudstone beds in halite, .it differs in that it is colored gray or 

black and contains more anhydrite in nodules, beds, or wisps than mast mudstone beds. The 

fabric is strongly disturbed, although horizontal bedding defined by compositional variations is 

present. Disruption, in mast cases, is extensive enough that little fabric can be identified. 

Structures such as disrupted ripple laminae, soft sediment microfaults, folds, and apparent load 

casts can be seen (fig. 56 and 57). The upper part of some base of cycle black mudstone beds is 

ripple laminated. Migration of ripples deposited distinctive 1- to 3-mm thick lenses of silt in a 

dark mudstone matrix (fig. 58). No scour is apparent at t~e base of ripples. Similar structures 

characteristically occur also in overlying carbonate mudstones indicating continuity of deposi-

tional processes. The upper part of the mudstone at the base of unit 4 is fissile and appears to 

have a high organic content. Textural characteristics and facies relationships suggest that a 

Significant part of the mudstone accumulated as a resid¥ left as halite dissolved in the near 
I, 

normal salinity waters introduced during transgressions furing initiating the overlying cycle. 

The mudstone and anhydrite, deposited as interbeds or as fisseminated masses, within the halite 

waS concentrated when the hast halite dissolved. Soft se¥ment deformation, which took place 

as the residue draped over the irregularities on the surfa~ of the underlying corroded halite, is 
I 

diagnastic of this method of accumulation. Bedding in t~e residue is defined by variations in 
, 
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sediment composition formed due to original variation in the proportion of impurities in the 

source bedded salt. Anhydrite, in most examples, appea to have been partly mobilized during 

diagenesis and forms beds of small nodules, a fabric not present in the preserved halite (fig. 59). 

Discrete, coherent mudstone and anhydrite originally present as interbeds within the halite 

were included in the residue following dissolution. If such interbeds were thick, they may be 

the dominant component in the residue, which then appears to be red clastic beds or anhydrite 

beds deposited in the base of the next cycle. The only feature which allows identification of 

these former interbeds is the overlying residue from the beds of halite rock initially deposited 

in the top of the interbed but this residue may be thin or difficult to identify. 

The distribution of dark anhydritic mudstone beds is the second factor in identifying them 

as insoluble residues. These beds have some strong compositional similarities to the red or gray 

mudstone beds within the halite because they are detived from such beds; however, the 

occurrence of dark color, bedding defined by compositional variation, and higher than average 

c..,. anhydrite content corresponds, in almost all cases, to beds beneath dolomite or thick anhydrite 

beds at the base of cycles. The thickes t residue beds in the San Andres occur beneath the San 

Andres unit 4 carbonate, which is thick and contains evidence of deposition under normal 

marine conditions, such as diverse fauna, abundant bujrrows, brachiopod shells with intact 

spines, and early generations of carbonate cement (Hovorka, 1983; Fracasso and Hovorka, 1984). 

Residues beneath sparsely burrowed, rippled dolostone deposited in more hypersaline waters are 

thinner, characteristically a few tens of centimeters. Comparative residues beneath thick 

anhydrite beds deposited in moderately saline brines are. typically 10 cm or less in thickness, 

and residues may be nonexistent beneath thin halitic anhydrite beds deposited by brines which 

were close to halite saturation. This relationship between the thickness of the dark anhydritic 
I, 

mudstone and the lithology at the base of the overlying ~ycle is additional evidence that the 

mudstone accumulated as a residue after dissolution of hrlite. More normal marine carbonate 

producing waters apparently dissolved more halite than I more hypersaline anhydrite precipi

tating waters and, therefore, thicker residues accumulatedl
l 
beneath them. 
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~ Another factor contributing to the amount of r sidue accumulated is the amount of 

impurities within the salt. An example of a residue wHich is thick because the halite which 

dissolved to form it contairied a high percent of insoluble material occurs at the base of the 

third cycle within San Andres unit 5. Several discrete anhydrite beds make up over half the 

thickness of this residue. The dissolved halite contained a high insoluble content in the form of 

anhydrite beds. Discrete mudstone beds which originated as interbeds in halite can be 

identified in some residues. Distinguishing between the residues formed by dissolution of thin 

sequences of halite with a high percentage of impurities from residues formed by dissolution of 

thicker sequences of purer halite is difficult. 

A third factor which may contribute to the formation of the dark mudstone at the base of 

cycles is the addition of new cl~tic material to form the rippled or fissile tops of many dark 

mudstone beds. Hite (1968) has interpreted black shale in the cyclic evaporitic Hermosa 

Formation in the Paradox Basin of Utah and southwes tern, Colorado to have formed because of 

'" increased transportation of clastics during maximum tr~nsgression. Because Paradox cycles 

include both a transgressive and a regressive phase, the black shale was deposited on top of the 

carbonate of the transgressive phase, so dissolution of halite is not a contributing factor in this 

situation. Hite (1966) described anhydritic insoluble resipues formed by the initiation of the 

transgression that ended halite depOSition and initiated arjlhydrite deposition. In the Palo Duro 

San Andres, however, transgressive deposits did not acc\llmulate to separate dark mudstones 

from insoluble residues. The anhydritic black mudston~ may be partly equivalent to the 

Paradox model, with the lower part of the mudstone formed as an insoluble residue during 

initiation of 'transgression, and the upper part formed by transportation of clastics into the 

basin during maximum transgression. Alternatively, the' ippled tops of the San Andres dark 

anhydritic mudstone beds could have been formed by rew rking of insoluble residue mudstone 

within the basin. Adams (1969, p. 102) has discussed a s milar residue/transported origin for 

thin magnesite-terrigenous clastic beds beneath thick anhy rite beds in the Salado Formation of 

the Delaware Basin. 
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Composition and Fabric of Anhydrite Interbeds 

Anhydrite beds are typically mixed with trace 0 minor amounts of dolomite and/or 

mudstone; some bedscare- anhydrite/halite mixtures. The, fabric of anhydrite interbeds has been 

mostly destroyed by diagenetic alteration. Beds thicker than about 30 cm typically have fabrics 

resembling the anhydrite part of the San Andres evaporite cycle, most typically laminae and 

halite pseudomorphs after large vertically oriented g~psum crystals (fig. 58). Very thick 

anhydrite beds in San Andres unit 5 contain the mocllerate salinity facies represented by 

dolomite and nodular mosaic anhydrite. These units are best thought of as the lower part of 

well-developed cycles rather than interbeds within halite, and are discussed in more detail by 

Fracasso and Hovorka (1984). The upper approximately )0 cm of anhydrite beds beneath halite 

typically have a strongly altered, variable fabric. Coarse blades of anhydrite floating in halite 

matrix, weakly defined contorted bedding, large masses lor eyes of halite between contorted 

beds, and small halite pseudomorphs after gypsum in halite matrix, defined only by thin rims of 

c., anhydrite which outline the pseudomorphs are typical fabrics in these anhydrite-halite transi

tion intervals (figs. 60 and 61). In thin anhydrite beds, these anhydrite-halite transition fabrics 

may make up the entire bed. These fabrics appear to be due to extensive replacement of 

sulfates by halite. A model is proposed for the origin I of such replacements, based on the 
I 

consistent occurrence of these fabrics at the halite-anhydrite transition, where early reaction 

between sulfate sediments and halite saturated brines in the overlying brine pool occurred. The 

initial sediment was gypsum sand or mud, similar to that which commonly ser:ved as matrix to 

large bottom-nucleated gypsum crystals. Rationale for jnterpreting the origin of sulfates as 
i 

gypsum rather than anhydrite is the presence of recog~izable pseudomorphs after twinned 

gypsum crystals in many intervals, and the prevalence o~ gypsum as the precipitated phase in 

analogous subaqueous environments (Schreiber, 1978). The!gypsum sediment began to dehydrate 

to anhydrite in the shallow burial environment in respon e to increasing salinity which favors 

anhydrite over gypsum (Bock, 1961; Herrmann and other, 1973). When the salinities of the 

overlying water body increased to halite saturation, the °nterstitial waters depleted in CaS04 
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became capable of dissolving any remaining gypsum in he sediment and precipitating halite. 

The details of the mechanism by which this replacement curs have not been determined. The 

sulfate which had a:lready dehydrated to anhydrite was stable enough to be preserved because of 

its slightly lower solubility compared to gypsum in halit~-saturated solutions. Therefore, the 

uppermost gypsum sediments, which had little time undeJ burial conditions to dehydrate before 

halite precipitation began, have been extensively replaced by halite. In comparison, in 

sediments a few decimeters below the top of the anhydrite, only the large gypsum crystals, 

mostly the bottom-nucleated, twinned crystals remained to be replaced by halite. In bedded or 

nodular anhydrite a few meters from the top of the anhy4rite bed, little or no gypsum remained 
, 

at the time halite precipitation began in the overlyihg brine pool and, therefore, these 

sediments contain little halite. Preservation of fine textures within many pseudomorphs is the 

evidence that the gypsum-to-halite transformation occurred as a replacement process rather 

than by a dissolution-cementation process involving deve~opment of a void space by dissolution 

of gypsum and subsequent fill by halite cement. 

Mixtures of siliciclastics with anhydrite are commoJil. Thin mudstone beds, interpreted as 

insoluble residues, occur at the base of many anhydrite beds. These are reduced to gray colors 

beneath most thick anhydrite beds, but may have preserved red colors beneath thin anhydrite 

beds. Mudstone beds at the top of anhydrite beds are also common. Mudstone beds in this 

position exhibit complex fabrics. Anhydrite may be mixel· with mudstone as nodules, as laths of 

anhydrite in mudstone, or as poikilotopic mosaic cement. ! Mudstone typically occurs as masses 

in anhydrite. Mudstone fills cavities which resembled small karst cavities and collapsed halite 

pseudomorphs after gypsum. Halite in skeletal displacive !crystals further disturbs the fabric in 

many of these beds. 

Strongly irregular bedding surfaces have been obs rved in some fairly thin (one meter 

thick) anhydrite beds within halite. Core with nearly ver ical division into two lithologies has 

been found. Anhydrite with halite matrix makes up one side of the core; halite with 

discontinuous anhydrite or mudstone partings or masses loccur in the other (fig. 62). These 
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c.., features are interpreted as pits or enlarged fractures i the anhydrite host filled with halite. 

Bedded halite overlies these features. Several anhydrit beds with irregular bedding surfaces 

due to collapse intO" pifs in the underlying halite were co~ed (fig. 63). The pits in the halite are 

filled with mudstone insoluble residue and collapsed blocks of anhydrite; the remaining voids are 

filled with halite cement. Structures in the example shown indicate that the formation of the 

pit in the halite was going on contemporaneously with deposition of anhydrite. The bedding 

surfaces in the anhydrite, covered with small pseudomorphs after bottom-nucleated gypsum are 

tilted from their initial horizontal orientation to near 45 degrees at the base of the bed. The 

dip of the bedding decreases upward until the uppermost bed is nearly horizontal. 

A third type of irregularity in anhydrite beds appears to be a growth fabric, where beds of 

gypsum with bottom-nucleated gypsum crystals produced mounds as sediment accumulated. 

The gypsum crystals in these beds have a radial orientation perpendicular to the deformed 

bedding. There is no evidence that any type of soft sediment deformation produced these 

mounds, and no evidence of a contribution by algal activity. Preservation of primary fabric 

within the mounds is good. The mounds appear to be a growth form of laminated gypsum host 

with bottom-nucleated blades of gypsum. 

PART II: STRATIGRAPHIC CROSS SECTIONS 

Correlation of Zones of Clean, Anhydritic, and Muddy Halite 

Within San Andres Unit 4 

Stratification of San Andres halite is defined by conspicuous zones of abundant mudstone 

interbeds and chaotic mudstone-halite alternating with ones of dark- or light-colored halite 

lacking mudstone interbeds. Detailed logging allows descr ption of these zones. 

Zones with abundant mudstone interbeds and chaot c mudstone-halite are 30 cm to 3 m 

thick, averaging 1.3 meters. A few mudstone beds oc ur isolated within clean halite, but 

c.., commonly, mudstone beds are concentrated in some int~rvals and absent from others. Most 
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c." beds of chaotic mudstone-halite also occur below or wi hin zones of abundant mudstone beds. 

The ma;t common halite fabric between mudstone beds is dark halite with vertically oriented 

crystals. Equant muddy-halite and- equant anhydritic h ite occur less commonly in the muddy 

zones. The average composition of these zones is estimated as 5 to 15 percent mud, 0 to 5 

percent anhydrite, and 80 to 95 percent halite. Ma;t of the mudstone is in interbeds and as 

masses in chaotic mudstone halite; some is present in pit floor residues, pit fills, and 

disseminated mudstone in cleaner halite. Anhydrite interbeds are present in some zones; in 

other zones anhydrite is present along halite crystal boundaries or as nodules in mudstone beds 

and masses. 

Zones lacking mudstone interbeds are 60 cm to 4.3-m thick, averaging 2.2-m thick. Halite 

brine pool fabrics, including chevron halite and color ban~ed-vertically oriented halite, are the 

most common fabrics in these zones. Abundant pipes and pits result in intervals in which brine 

pool fabrics grade laterally into recrystallized equant hali~e textures. Horizontal beds of halite 

c." with equant anhydrite and equant muddy halite fabrics may be depositional textures or the 

result of recrystallization. Mudstone masses are abundan~ as pit fills in some intervals in which 
I 

the texture is described as chevron halite altering to ch~otic mudstone-halite or color banded-

vertically oriented halite altering to chaotic mudstone-h1lite. Anhydrite partings are abundant 

in many zones, but mudstone beds are sparse. Anhydrite lis also present along grain boundaries. 

The estimated average composition of these zones lacking mudstone interbeds is 1 to 10 percent 

anhydrite, 0 to 5 percent mudstone, 90 to 99 percent halit,. 
, 

Two assumptions were made during the initial ph~es of constructing the correlations 

between wells and are stated here to assure reproducibilit~ of results: (1) Anhydrite interbeds a 

few centimeters to a few meters thick present in eac~ of the halite intervals logged are 
I 
" 

probably correlatable; (2) Sequences of muddy and anhydqitic halite undergo only conservative; 

changes in thickness and lithology from well to well. The e assumptions are defended using the 

evolving San Andres depositional model. Anhydrite inter ds are interpreted as the sediments 

accumulated following input of lower salinity water. The ower salinity is probably related to a 
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slight deepening of water allowing better circulation. uring the deep phases of the brine pool, 

minor topographic irregularities might be drowned, an the anhydrite deposited over broad 

areas. Anhydrite interbeds- might-provide a basis of correlation between cores. The positive 

philosophy adopted toward correlation of zones of muddy halite and anhydritic halite between 

cores is justified because good correlations with very little change of lithology, fabric, and 

thickness are possible in the carbonate and anhydrite parts of the section (Fracac;so and 

Hovorka, 1984). Validation of these assumptions used in constructing correlations is based on 

the extent to which the results of the correlations conform to normal stratigraphic relationships 

and produce a plausible depositional model. 

Initial correlations were made between the thicker anhydrite beds. In San Andres unit 4 in 

the Swisher County cores, a sequence of three anhydrite beds (zones 14, 16, and 26, Plate 15) 

provided a strong basis for correlation. A single thin anhydrite bed (zone 14) provided a 

probable point of correlation of the Deaf Smith cores, b~t the relationship of this bed with the 

c., three anhydrite beds of Swisher County was not appareryt. Correlation was continued upward 

and downward from the anhydrite beds; zones containing abundant mudstone beds were 

correlated with other zones of mudstone beds. Zones of many anhydrite partings and clean 

halite were also correlated. Most of these correlations were made with ease. 

Comparison of the clean and muddy halite zonEtS between anhydrite beds in detail 
I 

confirms that these techniques define meaningful unitsJ Strong textural similarities within 

some zones indicate that the conditions within the brine pool were similar throughout the area 

studied. Zone 23, for example, is dominantly chevron halite with abundant anhydrite interbeds 

(fig. 64). There is some variation in the amount of equant halite admixed with the chevron 

halite and in the distribution of anhydrite partings. almost all 

chevron halite with dark color bands and anhydrite parti s at the top and bottom. Bedding in 

the middle of the intervals is weakly defined by discontin ous anhydrite partings. A mudstone 

parting is present at the top zone 23, the distribution of !halite textures is similar in the No.1 

Zeeck core, except that the upper and lower intervals ~ith dark color bands and abundant 
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anhydrite partings are thicker and the poorly bedded hevron halite correspondingly thinner. 

The mu<i;tone parting at the top of the interval in th Zeeck core does not appear to be in 

exactly the same s_tratigraphic position as any of the m .dstone partings in the Harman core and 

might be a residue on the floor of a pit which cuts out any correlative mudstone partings. The 

No. I Grabbe core differs from the other two in that the upper part of the interval is equant 

muddy halite. Discontinuous anhydrite partings and pat¢hes of relict vertical crystals through 

the interval suggest that it may originally have had a bedded texture like this interval in the 

other two cores, but have lost primary fabric during diagenetic alteration. 

The correlation of many zones of muddy, anhydritic and clean halite follows easily after 

defining and aligning a few marker beds. Correlation of individual beds within the zones is 

difficult or impossible, because there is enough lateral vairiability so that the number, thickness, 

and character of the beds is different in each core. For example, zone 24, San Andres unit 4 

halite, between the No. I Zeeck and No. I Grabbe wells is clearly defined (fig. 64). The thick 

'-' mu<i;tone bed has similar thickness and bedding character in both areas, but the number and 

spacing of the thin mudstone beds, mudstone partings, and anhydrite partings varies. Two 

interpretations of correlations of anhydrite partings are .shown in figure 65. Correlation A of 

figure 65 shows an interpretation where the rate of sediment accumulation is the same in both 
! 

, 

cores, with the difference in the thickness of the section due to dissolution of halite during 

deposition of the mudstone bed. Correlation B of figure 65 shows an interpretation where the 

sedimentation rate was faster in the Zeeck core than the Harman core during deposition of the 

upper part of the salt. Both interpretatiors are reasona!ble and no evidence to suggest one is 
., 

more likely than the other has been identified. Most c(>rrelations on a scale finer than the 

meter thick zones have this degree of uncertainty. 

Other zones show greater textural variability, b~t are s till identifiable both on the 

percent composition log and the sedimentary structures ~og as zones of relatively clean halite 

between muddy zones. Zone 21 in San Andres unit 4 is at example of a somewhat variable, but 

still traceable zone (fig. 66). In the No.1 Harman core, tone 21 is composed of chevron halite 
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'-" with anhydrite partings and interbeds, extensively replac d by chaotic mudstone halite in a pit 

filling and coarsely crystalline anhydritic halite in a bed 0 pit fill. In the No. I Zeeck core, the 

equivalent stratigraphic interval is well bedded chevron h~lite and equant anhydritic halite with 

abundant anhydrite partings. In the No.1 Grabbe core, the equivalent interval is muddy and 

anhydritic equant halite with small areas of preserved p~imary fabric. A more muddy zone in 

the middle of the interval is chaotic mudstone-halite. 

Some of the reasons for lateral variability in ~alite can be interpreted from the 
'I 

I 

relationships shown in figure 67. The thinning in zone 25~24 of San Andres unit 4 halite in the 

Zeeck core is interpreted as being due to dissolution of the upper part of the halite during the 

minor transgression which produced the overlying anhydrike bed. Evidence that dissolution is 

the process most likely responsible for thinning is the presence of a mudstone residue at the 
! 

base of the anhydrite while the thicker halite sections I lack mudstone at the base of the 

anhydrite. Occurrence of the thin halite and residue corresponds to a thick overlying anhydrite 

bed, suggesting that more dissolution may have occurre(f in response to a phase of sulfate 

precipitation which was either more prolonged or had a higher rate of sedimentation. The exact 

amount of salt dissolved cannot be calculated because of ~he gradational contact of the fairly 

clean halite of zone 25 with the underlying sequence conta~ning mudstone beds. 

Another style of lateral variability is demonstrated ;in zone 19 of the San Andres unit 4 

halite (fig. 68). In the Harman and Grabbe cores the interval is dominantly muddy and 

anhydritic equant halite with scattered evidence of brinj pool deposition capped by a 30-cm 

thick mudstone bed with a disrupted fabric and abundant anhydrite nodules. The equivalent 

interval in the Zeeck core is chaotic mudstone-halite in the upper half and vertically oriented 

color banded halite in the lower half. The mudstone be~ at the top of the interval is three 

times as thick as the equivalent mudstone in adjacent cores and is interpreted as being 

genetically related to the presence of chaotic mudstone h lite. More mudstone may have been 

contributed to the area around the Zeeck core during d position of both the halite and the 

mudstone bed. The geometry of this area of increased percent mud might reflect the mud 
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distribution pattern, but percent mud or net mud maps have not been atempted on this fine a 

scale. Alternatively, the accumulation of the thick m dstone may have been accompanied by 

intense pit formation and diagenetic alteration of he underlying halite to form chaotic 

mudstone-halite might be local features intersected by the well, perhaps as small as a few tens 

of centimeters in diameter. 

The relationships between regionally extensive beds in zone 14 and zone 16 and the 

intervening halite bed, zone 15, summarize some of the facies variations in anhydrite beds (fig. 

69). Lateral equivalence of anhydrite and halite can bel seen in the zone 16 anhydrite. Gypsum 
I 

appears to have been deposited continuously in the Nd. 1 Zeeck area, while halite deposition 

interrupted gypsum deposition in the areas of the No.1 Harman core. Textural evidence 

suggests that no major breaks in sedimentation or removal of large volumes of sediment 

occurred in either location and the intervals are the same thickness in both cores. If these 
I 

statements are true, then halite was being precipitated I in the Harman area while gypsum was 

being precipitated contemporaneously 10 miles to the southeast at the Zeeck area. The same 

interval of the No.1 Grabbe core, 10 miles east of the Harman well is a thin, single anhydrite 

bed. This may be due to depOSition of zone 17 halite as a facies equivalent to the middle and 

upper parts of the Zeeck zone 16 anhydrite and to the ha~ite and upper anhydrite of the Harman 
! 

zone 16. If correlations are drawn as in figure 69, the rhudstone beds near the base of zone 17 
! 

in the Grabbe core are correlative with mudstone beds lin zone 16 in the Harman core, but no 

equivalent mudstone was identified in the Zeeck core. These zone 16 and 17 mudstones appear, 

therefore, to be confined to the halite facies. 

The zone 14 anhydrite also is thick in the Zeeck core and thinner in the more northern 

cores. Several feet of dis tinctive ripple laminated sil tone interbedded with anhydrite with 

pseudomorphs after bottom-nucleated gypsum indicates that the lower part of the Zeeck, zone 

14 anhydrite is correlated to the entire zone 14 anhyd ite in the Harman core, as shown in 
I 

figure 69. The ripple laminated siltstone is not typic~lly a part of the facies sequence, but 
i 

represents a time of influx of clastic sediments intq the area, and, therefore, should be 
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co~idered as more of a time stratigraphic unit than the halite and sulfate, which are deposited 

as facies equivalents. The anhydrite lithofacies correlat' ns are drawn with a base representing 

a rapid transgressi9n. - If- the subsidence rate and corresponding rate of sediment accumulation 

was similar in all the cores, the upper part of the zone 14 anhydrite in the Zeeck core is the 

probable time equivalent of the halite with abundant anhydrite partings in zone 15 of the more 

northern cores. This is additional evidence for the m<))del that anhydrite partings represent 

influx of marine derived brines which are undersaturated with respect to halite into the halite 

precipitating brine pool. The fabrics of the upper part of the Zeeck zone 14 and zone 16 

anhydrite has the complex fabrics of the halite-anhydrite transition, which may indicate 

episodic increases to halite saturation during sulfate depdSition. 

The relationships between zone 16 and the underlying halite appear to be due to 

dissolution of the underlying halite and accumulation bf an insoluble residue by the same 

processes discussed for the zone 26 anhydrite. Stratigraphic control at the zone 16-zone 15 

c.., contact is good enough to calculate the possible amounts of halite dissolved (fig. 70). The 

correlation shows 6 feet of halite dissolved. The estimated composition in volume percent 

averages 9 percent mudstone and J percent anhydrite. If Ithe halite were all dissolved from this 

interval, it would leave a residue 0.7 ft thick, 75 percent mudstone, and 25 percent anhydrite. 

The actual residue is one foot thick, 65 percent mudstonei, 15 percent anhydrite, and 20 percent 

halite. If this is recalculated to remove halite, the residue would be 0.8 ft thick, 80 percent 

mudstone, and 20 percent anhydrite. This is very good ;agreement given the accuracy of the 
I 

percent estimates and confirms the model for the origin :of i~oluble residues. Not all residues 

are this similar in composition or thickness to the halite rock from which they are derived, due 

to facies changes in the halite or addition or remo~al of residue materials by sediment 

tra~portation or diagenetic processes. 

Careful examination of the relationships within th interval in the Swisher County cores 

with three anhydrite marker beds for good control shows that correlation of zones of mudstone 

beds and intervening clean or anhydritic halite conforms to normal stratigraphic principles and 
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c.., with interpretations of depositional environments based n textural evidence. These zones are, 

therefore, traced out of the areas of anhydrite marker ds allowing the Deaf Smith County 

cores to be correlated "w"ith each other (Plates 15, 16). torrelation over the 31 mile distance 

between III G. Friemel core and the 111 Harman core pr01d possible throughout the San Andres 

unit 4 halite although more facies changes occurred o~er this distance than in the shorter 

distances. Zones 23 and 14 and the contact of the halite with the unit 4 anhydrite were used as 

initial correlations, and corresponding muddy zones matct'\ed between them (Plate 16). The 30-

mile correlation between the No.1 Grabbe log and the No. I Rex White log was the mast 

difficult, and was accomplished by recognizing thin eqliJivalents of the zone 26, 16, and 14 

anhydrite beds and zone 23 halite. The correlation of mliJddy zones was made from No.1 Rex 

White, both to the No.1 G. Friemel log to the west and the No.1 Grabbe log to the south. 

Greatest uncertainty of correlations is in the lower part Qf the No.1 Rex White core, because 

the interval from the base of the halite to the zone l~ anhydrite is approximately 20 feet 

thicker in the No.1 Grabbe core. The underlying San Andres unit 4 carbonate section is 

correspondingly thin (fig. 71). The relationship is, therefore, drawn with probable time 

transgressive lithofacies boundaries, indicating that salinities in the north reached halite 

saturation and precipitated halite while carbonate rocks 1ere still accumulating 30 miles to the 

south and west. An alternative model approximates tim~ equivalence of initiation of halite 
I 

depOSition but fas ter rates of halite accumulation in t~e No. 1 Rex White area. Detailed 

correlation within the unit 4 carbonate may clarify the rel~tionshiPS. 
The overall pattern within unit 4 halite is one of Ilateral continuity with minor facies 

variation overprinted. Only a few areas of apparently more rapid local subsidence and 

correspondingly faster halite accumulation were identif ed (fig. 72). Greatest thickness of 

anhydrite beds is recognized in the Zeeck core and adjace t Swisher County cores, with marked 

thinning or absences toward the north or west. The thi anhydrite of zone 14 can be traced 

throughout the entire study area, an area at le~t 95 km ~t-west and 75 km north-south (fig. 

73a). These units are below the resolution of geophystcal logs, so the isopachs cannot be 
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extended beyond, or data points added between, areas w ere information can be obtained from 

cores. 

The San Andres unit 4 halite in the area of core Icontrol accumulated under conditions 

where halite deposition was interrupted only briefly by marine transgressions contributing 

calcium-sulfate-precipitating brines. In unit 4 the anhydrite beds thicken toward Swisher 

County and pinch out toward the north and west (figs. 73a, b, d. Continued thickening of 

anhydrite toward the south can be recognized on regional cross sections based on geophysical 

logs where several anhydrite beds thick enough to be recognized on geophysical logs are 

identified in the next available log 14 miles south of the No.1 Zeeck well (Fracasso and 

Hovorka, 1984). Examination of the anhydrite beds of San Andres unit 4, zones 14, 16, and 26 

contributes to understanding of the geometry of the updip pinch-out of anhydrite beds (fig. 74). 

This illustration reflects facies changes in an area of extremely low depositional slope and, 

therefore, may not be applicable in more structuraHy complex areas if syndepositional 

deformation created steeper or complex depositional topography. 

Insoluble residues are found in the downdip areas of anhydrite" deposition~ indicating that 

relatively low salinity water extensively corroded underlying halite. Residues occur in areas 

where bedding in the underlying halite is interpreted as having low-angle truncation relation

ships with the overlying insoluble residue (fig. 69). ,nsoluble residues are absent updip, 
! 

indicating that transgressing waters were more saline, reflecting either increased salinity halite 

dissolved as they moved over downdip halite beds or increased salinity due to evaporation. 

The top of the anhydrite beds interfinger with halite as restriction of circulation by 

shallowing of the brine pool by sediment accumulation increased salinity to halite saturation. 

Detailed correlations document halite with abundant anhI· rite partings equivalent to anhydrite 

10 miles downdip (figs. 69 and 74) which is interpreted as lateral facies change. The fabric of 

the anhydrite deposited as a lateral equivalent of halite h the distinctive disrupted fabric with 

coarse anhydrite blades in halite cement discussed earlielr as characteristic of the anhydrite

halite contact and interpreted as representing conditions there gypsum was immersed in halite-
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c.., saturated brine, soon after or during gypsum deposit'on. The lateral facies sequence in 

anhydrite matches the vertical sequence with the thi , farthest updip beds of anhydrite 

composed entirely gf anhydrite-halite mixture with a disr pted fabric, while those downdip have 

anhydrite-halite mixture with disrupted fabric overlying bedded anhydrite with halite pseudo

morphs after gypsum. The updip equivalent of the thin anhydrite beds, seen by tracing 
, 

zones 14, 16, and 26 northwest into Deaf Smith COU1ty, 

anhydrite partings. 

is bedded halite with abundant 

If the textural sequence, correlations of the top of the anhydrite bed, and insoluble 

residue mudstones are understood correctly, the base of the anhydrite bed represents rapid 

transgression and can be interpreted as an approximat~ly synchronous event throughout its 

extent. Transgression slow enough to be represented ~y sediment accumulation should be 

recognizable by interfingering relationships between anh~drite and halite, and by superposition 

of normal bedded anhydrite with halite pseudomorphs after gypsum on the anhydrite-halite 

c.., mixture with disrupted fabric. These relationships have not been observed, although, if they 

were very thin, they might have been destroyed by dissolu~ion of halite and diagenetic overprint 
I 

of the disturbed fabric anhydrite-halite mixtures by devel9pment of nodules. The interpretation 

that transgreSSions were rapid, and, therefore, a significant amount of sediment did not 

accumulate during transgression based on small-scale relationships observed in San Andres unit 

4 anhydrite beds agrees with interpretations based on f=0mplete cycles throughout the San 

Andres (Fracas so and Hovorka, 1984). 
. I 

The same theme of lateral continuity of lithology o~erprinted by local variations can be 

identified in the mudstone units. Some intervals of abundJnt mudstone beds such as San Andres 

unit 4, zone 6 extend over the entire study area with ol')ly minor variations in thickness and 

sequence. The mudstone beds in these zones have a s etlike geometry in- the study area. 
_- CAUTION 

Other intervals of mudstone such-as"zones have significan ';Var-iations in thickness and sequence 

(fig. 75 and 76). This report describes research carried out by staff members of the 
Bureau of Economic Geology that addresses the easibility I)f the Palo Duro 
Basin for i501ation of high·level nuclear wastes,! The report describes the 
progress and current status of research and tentfllive conclusions reached. 

Interpretatio'.,iS and conclusions are4>1i~~d on avallab,!e data a~d statc-of-t~RAFT 
art conc,cpts. and ~ence, n~ay ,be rno(hhed by m+e mformatIon and furtIt:J 
ak)!.cahon of the Involveo sCiences. I 



McGookey and Goldstein (1982) have presented a m del for distribution of mudstone in the 

San Andres unit 4 halite based on gamma-ray log respo se in the Potter and Oldham County 

areas, north of the-are-a-of core control. They recognize IIOW mudstone content in areas of more 

rapid subsidence, corresponding to structural lows and sediment thicks. Their model suggests 

that clastics might be spread fairly evenly over the area, possibly by eolian processes. The 

variation in the percent mudstone in the halite would then be primarily a function of how much 

halite was deposited to dilute the mudstone. 

In the area of core control, the lateral continuity ~nd even thickness of most correlatable 

zones suggest that variations in the subsidence/sediment accumulation rate in this area were 

minor. No relationships between high mudstone concentration and thinning of the zone have 

been identified. The lateral variation, instead, shows that zones defined by regionally extensive 

mudstone beds in some areas contain more numerous and thicker mudstone beds, resulting in 

areas of increased percent mudstone. This implies that ~he mudstone is not distributed evenly 
I 

throughout the area. However, almost all zones of muds~one beds can be recognized at least in 

two or three other cores, so the typical distribution pattern is fairly broad. Regional control 

based on geophysical logs is not sufficient in density or resolution to identify the geometry of 

the mudstone distribution pattern of individual zones, but a broad, lobate form (fig. 76) is 

plausible based on available data. 
I 

It is apparent on the maps shown in figure 76 that these lobes are not stacked and that 

mud depocenters shifted frequently. If percent mudstohe is averaged throughout the entire 

interval, the interference due to overlap of these lobes might produce a spotty pattern in which 

no trends would be identified. The map of average mudst~ne in unit 4 based on gamma-ray logs 
I 

I 

exhibits such a spotty pattern in this area (Ruppel and Ra I ondetta, 1982). 

Correlation Within San Andr s Unit 5 

The San Andres unit 5 logs were correlated using th same techniques as unit 4 (Plate 16). 

c.., The anhydrite beds in zones 14, 17, and 19 were used as atums. Anhydrite beds were assumed 
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to be correlatable episodes of influx of lower salinity w terse Zones of clean and muddy halite 

could then be correlated between wells. 

Unit 5 differS fh;m unit 4 in that it is a composi of four to seven cycles. The lowest 

cycle is composed of an insoluble residue in the west ~zone 0, overlain by areally extensive 
! 

anhydrite (zone 2), and a small remnant of halite (zone 3) preserved only in the III Harman and 

III Grabbe cores. The second cycle is composed of the r~sidue at the base (zone 4), carbonate 
I 

and anhydrite (zone 5), and a remnant halite (zone 6), wHich was removed from the Deaf Smith 

County area. Zone 7 is the residue at the base of the ~hird cycle in San Andres unit 5. The 

third cycle carbonate-anhydrite (zone 8) is overlain by a thick halite sequence (zones 8 through 

22) with a complex stratigraphy. Correlations within this halite are complex, because it 

contains three anhydrite beds (zones 15, 17, 19) which lo<;:ally would be interpreted as the bases 

of cycles where they are thick with mudstone residues at their bases, but are not areally 

extensive. The upper cycle of unit 5 is composed of 4 tol.6 m of anhydrite with complex facies 

changes (zones 23, 24, and 25) overlain by 0.6 to 4.5 m of halite (zone 26). 

The cycles of unit 5 offer interesting examples of the possible variations in salinity 

gradients and corresponding facies changes. In unit 4, th~ facies pattern both in the carbonate 

at the base of the cycle and in the anhydrite interbe~ within the halite part of the cycle 

defined a subtle but definite pinch-out of carbonate an~ anhydrite into halite from south to 

north. The thickest and probably most prolonged accumul~tion of low salinity facies in the area 

of core control centered in Swisher County. The anhydrit~ beds within the unit 4 halite are thin 

and represent the most updip deposits of marine transgres ·ons. 

Unit 5 represents changed conditions in which depos·tion of thin dolomite beds and thick 

anhydrite beds accumulated alternately with halite. Transgressions interrupted halite 

deposition more frequently and for longer duration than in the unit 4 halite. In unit 5, the 

direction from which transgressing waters were supplied shifted from the southerly direction 

observed in unit 4. Each cycle in unit 5 exhibits a shif in apparent source of transgressive 

water, including due west, southwest, south, east or sou heast, and complex combinations, as 

discussed below. 
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The cycle which initiated San Andres unit 5 is c mposed of residue (zone 1), anhydrite

carbonate (zone 2), and halite (zone 3). The lowest salinity deposits, dolomitic anhydrite, are 

centered in Deaf Smitli County (fig. 77), representing a source of transgression from the west of 

the area of core control. The III G. Friemel core in £!>eaf Smith County contains carbonate 

rocks, and the adjacent 01 Detten and 01 J. Friemel c1re5 contain thicker anhydrite than the 

corresponding interval in the eastern cores. . 

The area of the lowest salinity facies in Deaf Smith County corresponds to a thin halite 

sequence in the top of unit ~ above the anhydrite marker bed of zone 26 (fig. 78). This thinning 

in Deaf Smith County is attributed to truncation of initially continuous beds in Deaf Smith 

County, based on application of the methods of correlating clean and muddy zones in halite (fig. 

79). However, because the clean and muddy zones are correlated based on a sequence of 

alternations and not on characteristics specific to each zone, alternative models not requiring 

dissolution are possible. The thinning of the halite could be due to migration of anhydrite and 

carbonate facies into the Deaf Smith County area, while halite precipitation continued to the 

east. This model is rejected, however, because it would require slow transgression allowing 

accumulation of sediment as low salinity facies migrated westward. The well-preserved 

sequence of lithologies and fabrics in the halite at the top of unit ~ and the carbonate and 

anhydrite in unit 5 records no evidence of transgressive ~eposits. The unit ~ halite shows no 
i 

evidence of interfingering with anhydrite; it contains insttad many mudstone beds and intervals 
I 

of chaotic mudstone-halite. The unit 5, zone 2 anhydrite and carbonate records a generally 
I 

regressive salinity-increasing sequence, marked by dolomitic anhydrite overlain by nodular 

anhydrite, in turn overlain by laminated anhydrite. 

Another alternative model requiring no dissolution ~f halite from the top of unit ~ would 

involve recorrelation of the clean and muddy zones of th thick halite of the eastern cores to 

individual mudstone and halite beds in the western area 0 thin halite. In this interpretation, a 

slow sedimentation rate would be responsible for thinne halite in the west. This model is 
i 

rejected because the overlying anhydrite is thick in 'the west, which would require an 
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'-" unexplained and improbable reversal of controls on se imentation rate from slow in the west 

during halite deposition to fast in the west during anhydr te deposition. 

Recognition of the-correlation between the areas f low salinity facies at the base of unit 

5 and the thin halite at the top of unit 4 suggests th t dissolution during the transgression 

initiating unit 5 was responsible for removal of some halite at the top of unit 4. Further 

evidence supporting a dissolution origin for the proposed II unconformable relationship is between 
I 

the top of unit 4 and the base of unit 5 is the presence Of an anhydritic mudstone interpretation 
I 

as an insoluble residue in the area of thin halite. The anhydritic mudstone is absent in areas of 
I 

thick halite (figs. 78 and 79). Dissolution as a cause for unconformable relationships between 

anhydrite beds and underlying halite has been discussed above for San Andres unit 4, zones 15-

16 and 25-26. While in aU cases an element of uncertainty remains about the original thickness 

of the removed halite, the mechanism of dissolution durin$ transgression seems to be valid. The 

proposed model for the relationship between units 4 and ~ is (1) deposition of a complete unit 4 
i 

section (zones 27 to 31) maintaining low-angle topograpHy and (2) transgression from the west 

of near normal marine water, which in the west, where salinity was low, dissolved the upper 

halite of unit 4 and accumulated an insoluble residue. In the east, where waters were nearly 

saturated with halite dissolved from the west, anhYd1ite deposition on halite began with 

apparent conformable relationships. The thickness of th~ anhydrite and carbonate in the west 

may be partly a function of creation of a topographic de~ression by dissolution of halite, which 

then could accumulate a thick sequence of sediment. Pro~able pinch-out toward the top of the 

anhydrite bed by regressive facies migration rePl,cing calcium sulfate precipitating 

environments with halite precipitating environments cann9t be documented, because the halite 

at the top of this cycle is completely altered and almost ompletely dissolved by dissolution at 

the base of the next cycle. 

The second cycle of unit 5 (zones 5 and 6, Plate 17)· fairly even thickness throughout the 

area of core control. A relationship is observed between he presence of carbonate at the base 
I 

of this cycle and the complete removal of halite from z01e 3 at the top of the underlying cycle 

! 
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(fig. 80). The halite of the lower cycle was preserved in he two wells in which the second cycle 

contains only anhydrite (No. I Harman and No. 1 Zee k). The geometry of the source and 

circulation pattern-of the transgressing waters cannot J determined based on these few points, 

but may have a main western and a minor southern cQmponent. It is interesting that the 

furthest north core, No. I Rex White, has absent halite ~lnd basal carbonate rocks, while halite 

was preserved and carbonate absent in the cores 30 miles to the south, indicating the salinity 

gradient was not north-south as observed in unit 4. 

The second and third San Andres unit 5 cycles (zones 6, 7, and 8) exhibits complications 

and contradictions from the model demonstrated so far. The halite at the top of the second 

cycle (zone 6) is thick in Swisher County, thins to the north, and is entirely absent in the west in 

Deaf Smith County (fig. 81). The diagenetic fabrics in anhydrite of the second cycle in the 

Deaf Smith County cores indicate that halite saturated brine was present within the sediment 

during early diagenesis and, therefore, the second cycle (zone 6) halite is probably absent 

because of dissolution from Deaf Smith County rather than nondeposition. The carbonate

anhydrite of the overlying third cycle (zone 8) has an even thickness over the area of core 

control, but contains thick carbonate rocks in Swisher County directly overlying preserved 

halite (fig. 81). Thinner carbonate sequences interfingerif!lg with anhydrite are present in Deaf 
I 

Smith County, where halite has been completely dissolved from the second cycle, and in the 111 

Rex White core where the halite is thin. The residue thicknesses in zone 7 are variable and do 

not appear to correspond to the amount of halite missing. I. Models to explain these relationships 

require too much speculation to be productively discussed based on available information. 

The third unit 5 cycle (zones 7 through 14) is: composed of a thick sequence of 

interfingering dolomite, anhydrite, and halite. Within zpne 8 a thin dolomite overlying the 

residue at the base of the cycle throughout the area isl overlain by a thick bed of nodular 

anhydrite, except in the No. I Zeeck and No. I Harm~ wells, where dolomite deposition 

continued without interruption. The top of zone 8 conta~ns a thicker dolomite bed capped by 

nodular and bedded anhydrite. This sequence probably rep~esents two regressive, cyclic pulses, 
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\" but no halite or residue after halite is present in cor d wells. At the top of the third San 

Andres unit 5 cycle a regionally identifiable sequence c mposed of a thin halite bed (zone 9) 

overlain by a thin -anhydrite bed (zone 10) confirms th9 correlation at the base of the halite 

sequence and establishes that environmental conditions a~e responding in the same way over the 
I 

entire area. Alternation of anhydritic halite to muddy h+lite to anhydritic halite can be traced 

between core in zones 11 through 14-. 

Zone 15 is a 4--m-thick section of anhydritic, chevron halite (similar to zone 23 of the 

unit 4- halite) throughout mast of the area but in the tw~ e~ternmast cores (No.1 Rex White 

and No. 1 Grabbe), appears to be correlative with a 4--m-thick anhydrite bed (fig. 82). This 

anhydrite has a distinctive, ripple-laminated siltstone and very-fine sandstone at its base. The 

clastics are interbedded with the overlying ripple-laminated anhydrite with abundant, tall, well-

formed halite pseudomorphs after gypsum. The later~l facies change between halite and 

anhydrite occurs between the No.1 Grabbe and the No.,l Zeeck cores, a distance of 16 km, 

c.. which is a relatively abrupt change. Note that the inc~mplete cycle of zone 15 shows that 

transgressing waters were lowest salinity in the e~t or southe~t, a change in pattern from the 

previous cycles. 

The pair of anhydrite beds in zones 17 and 19 show an almast inverse distribution pattern 

(figs. 83 and 84-). These anhydrite beds can be traced ttween mast of the cores, with the 

greatest thickness cored in the Zeeck well, but thin towarr the east. Zones 17 and 19 anhydrite 
I, 

beds are thin in the No.1 Grabbe core and absent in the No.1 Rex White core. Good 

correlations are possible in the anhydritic and muddy haUte above these anhydrite beds (zones 

20 through 22). 

The uppermast cycle of unit 5, anhydrite-carbonat -halite of zones 23, 24-, and 25, and 

overlying halite (zone 26) exhibits a complex pattern of I teral facies variation (fig. 85). The 

relationship with the underlying halite is also complex, bu the stratigraphy in this halite is not 

defined well enough to interpret relationships. Several c, rbonate beds are present in central 

Swisher County, however, the thickest anhydrite section ~n the No.1 Rex White core contains 
, 
, 
, 
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no dolomite. A thick anhydrite section is also present i the J. Friemel core, but is separated 

from the other thick anhydrite sections by the eastern af Smith County cores, both of which 

contain a halite interval~ separating two thin anhydrite ds. The geometry of the source and 

circulation pattern of the transgression cannot be defined based on these few points. The 

abrupt facies and thickness changes between fairly clos~ly spaced wells are unusual and imply 

slightly higher depositional slopes than have been identifi1d in other cycles. 

DISCUSSION 

Depositional Environment of Halite 

Halite textures including structures and vertically1riented crystals indicate, by analogy 

with modern and experimental halite ponds, that most lor all the bedded San Andres halite 

accumulated subaqueously as crusts nucleated on a bri~ pool floor. Correlations based on 

detailed core logging indicate that zones of bedded halite can be traced over the entire area of 

core control, an area of 5,000 km 2• The zones of bedded halite are parallel to anhydrite beds, 

which are interpreted as representing an approximately synchronous episode of transgression. 

The zones of bedded halite, therefore, are also interprete~ as approximately synchronous rather 
I 

than time-transgressive deposits, indicating that the Jilalite-precipitating water body was 

extensive and uninterrupted. Similar 1- to 20-foot-thick massive halite marker beds in the 

Salado Formation of the Delaware Basin have been traatd over areas of 12,000 square miles 

The abundant corrosion surfaces 

i 
I 

marked by anhYdr~ partings within the bedded halite 

(Adams, 1969). 

represent episodes of lowered salinity and addition of oalcium sulfate-bearing brines. The 

calcium sulfate source is tentatively identified as marine, because abundant anhydrite partings 

appear to be equivalent to thicker anhydrite beds downdi. An updip meteoric/fluvial source 

for calcium sulfate is possible, but is considered less I kely because anhydrite is typically 

c...,. present only in minor amounts (nodules making up less t an one percent of the sediment) in 
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updip terrigenous clastic red beds. Evidence withi the halite indicates that the halite 

environment was not completely isolated from the arine environment. The paucity of 

evaporite minerals aepOsited fro~ brines evaporated beyond halite precipitation and the 

mOd~r~te .bromide-chloride ratio in halite (Fisher and Ht' vorka, 1984) indicate that the halite

precipitatmg water body was not evaporated much be. ond concentrations to initiate halite 

precipitation. Bittern and bromide-enriched brines efficiently refluxed and were removed from 

the system. The frequent input of undersaturated br~nes producing corrosion surfaces and 

anhydrite partings and the reflux or more highly evaporated brines are probably related and 

indicate that the halite-precipitating water body was con~ected to the marine environment. No 

system of topographic barriers separating evaporites in the Palo Duro Basin from potential 

southern and eastern marine sources has been identifie~, and any barriers present must have 

allowed circulation of water between or through them. The textural, geochemical, and 

stratigraphic evidence together indicate that halite deAosition took place in an environment 
'! 

similar to the preceding carbonate and anhydrite envirohments, best described as a shallow, 

increasingly hypersaline shelf. 

Textural evidence within the bedded halite indicates that the precipitating water body 

was at some times very shallow and that the halite w~ episodically dissolved and altered. 

Roedder (1982) argued that the regularly-banded chevron ~alite formed in water less than a few 

feet deep. Although no maximum water depth can be i~terpreted from halite, the generally 
i 

shallow water character of the anhydrite and carbonate ~OCks deposited in each genetic cycle 
I 

prior to halite deposition place a general constraint on the maximum water depth. The 

abundant pits and pipes within the halite are interpreted as karst developed in halite. No recent 

examples of such features have been described against w ich the San Andres features can be 

compared. The pits and pipes have a dominantly vertical geometry and are up to two meters 

deep, and commonly filled with mudstone or are truncate at the top by a mudstone bed. This 

contrasts with the small-scale pitting and anhydrite p rtings which are characteristic of 

horizontal corrosion surfaces in the halite. Pits and p pes are, therefore, attributed to a 
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c.., different process than the apparently subaqueous dis olution which formed the corrosion 

surfaces. The accumulation on the pit floors of a ayer of insoluble residue similar in 

composition to the-insoluble components in the missing alite is evidence of the origin of the 
, 

features by dissolution of halite rock. This process is envisioned as occurring under subaerial 

conditions, when the supply of halite-precipitating brihe was shut off. The evidence for 

subaerial exposure is the association with mudstone beds. many of which form under subaerial 

conditions (discussed below) and the strongly vertical orientation of the pipes and pits, which 

implies existence of hydrologic head to draw the dissolving waters through the sediment. In 

limestone karst systems, which is the only available analog, vertical pit development is 

characteristic of the vadose zone. The mechanism for lOWering the groundwater table to cause 

the apparent hydrologic head, however, is not understood, and, in the absence of other examples 

of karst from halite rock, doubt remains about the origin qf pits. 

Twenty to 50 percent of the San Andres unit 4 and unit 5 halite section is composed of 

halite lacking the textures diagnostic of subaqueous deposiition. Criteria to distinguish which of 

these fabrics are primary and which are due to des truction of primary fabricS by diagenetic 

alteration have not yet been developed; however, many, examples of halite with only relict 

primary fabric indicate that diagenetic alteration is an !important process. Most, if not all, 

chaotic mudstone-halite rock in San Andres units 4 anClf 5 is interpreted as originating by 

intensive and repeated episodes of pit formation, accumulation of mudstone in pit filJs and 

insoluble residue on pit floors and accompanying recrystalUzation of remaining host halite. This 

interpretation is based on the presence of relict fabrics ihdicating former bedded character in 

many examples of chaotic mudstone-halite. Some equant anhydritic or muddy halite with 

equant crystals also contains evidence of former better-tdded character including discontin

uous anhydrite partings, remnants of chevron structure,! and insoluble residue accumulations 

marking the location of former pit floors. I 

Correlations of detailed core logs show that the s+me patterns of association between 

halite types observed in vertical sequence are also lateral equivalents. Chevron halite is most 
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c.,. commonly associated with equant anhydritic halite, i dicating either that equant anhydritic 

halite is a common diagenetic alteration product of c evron halite or that they are formed 

under similar conditions~'sequences of alternating equctnt anhydritic halite and chevron halite 

do not match the sequence of the same lithologies i1 adjacent cores. 

therefore, due to local rather than regional depositio~al or diagenetic 

The alternation is, 

conditions. Chaotic 

mudstone-halite is commonly laterally correlative to tnes of bedded halite with mudstone 

interbeds. In some examples it occurs immediately! beneath mudstone interbeds. These 

relationships agree with the interpretation that chaotic mudstone-halite originates due to 
, 

alteration and karstification during the times of length~ or repeated subareal exposure during 

which the mudstone beds were deposited. 
I 

I! 

Depositional Environment of Mudsltone Interbeds 

Mudstone beds within the halite of the San Andres units 4 and 5 exhibit strong similarities 

to each other. They have grain sizes in the silty end of the mudstone range and the dominant 

silt-size grains are quartz and potassium feldspars. Most mudstone beds have a fabric described 
I 

as disturbed intraclastic, which is interpreted as a fab~ic produced by alternating displacive 

growth and dissolution of halite crystals within and beneCilth the sediment. Remnant fabrics in 

the intact clasts in the disturbed interbeds are similar to those in the less haloturbated 

interbeds and include small-scale ripple cross laminatiC!>n, small-scale scours, granule-sized 

claystone rip-up clasts, thin mudstone or claystone drapesJ and parallel stratification. 

Individual mudstone interbeds in halite range from ~ few millimeters thick to a maximum 
I, 

of almost 1 meter. Individual beds are difficult to traat from core to core, but the zones in 

which numerous mudstone beds occur are readily tracea~le across the basin. Mudstone beds, 

even thin beds, can commonly be clumped into zones of bundant mudstone interbeds in halite 

30 em to 3 m thick, representing times when influx of mu tone was an important process. The 

mudstone distribution !>attern appears to be broadly lob te, with thicker and more numerous 

\.., mudstone beds defining the center of the lobe. In all areas mudstone deposition alternates with 
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halite deposition, and the rate of sediment accumula ion appears to be constant within the 

limitations of the correlations throughout the area of co e control. In the area of core control, 

positions of greatestCaccomulation of mudstone shifted frequently, so the muddy lobes are not 

stacked. Mudstone deposition was episodic, with halite eposition resuming when mud was not 

accumulating. 

Recent analogs for deposition of mudstone mixed With halite on an extensive shelf are not 
i 

available. Three influences on sediment transport and dtposition can be recognized within the 

interbeds in halite: (1) eolian, (2) subaqueous reworking, $nd (3) subaerial exposure. 

The silt-rich grain size of the San Andres clastiC$ is interpreted as evidence of eolian 

transport, based on the following arguments. The entire evaporite section is characterized by 

an abundance of very fine sand and coarse silt (~olker and others in prep.) and is 

correspondingly impoverished in grains coarser than O.2~ mm average diameter and clay-sized 

materials. The silt-rich grain size distribution is unusual jcompared to other clastic sediments, 

in which sand-size and coarser grains are present as a result of mechanical weathering of source 

materials and clay-sized clay minerals which are present as products of chemical weathering 

(Pettijohn, 1976, chapter 3). The probable source areas f~r Palo Duro middle and upper Permian 

clastics are the generally granitic and metamorphic An+tral Rockies (Kolker and others, in 

prep.) which should have contributed a wide range ofl grain sizes to alluvial fan deposits 

adjacent to these uplifts. The unusual grain size dis~ribution in the Palo Duro Basin is, 

therefore, due to sorting by grain size during transport alnd not to the character of the source 

rocks. 

Eolian transport is an effective mechanism in win owing sediments by grain size. The 

silt-size fraction is the size transported by desert dust s orms, which is the mechanism which 

produces silt-rich sediments to a variety of deposition 1 environments in the Permian Gulf 

(Kukal and Saadallah, 1973). A similar desert dust storm rigin for San Andres and other Palo 

Duro silty sediments is supported by the presence of ex ensive Permian red beds and eolian 

sandstones on the Colorado Plateau and the Dalhart Basin (Presley, 1981a) to serve as sources 
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for dust (Baars, 1962). The clastic units within the alo Duro evaporite section also show 

evidence of eolian transport (Kolker and others, in prep). Very good sorting, positively (fin e)

skewed and bimodal grain size distributions, rounded, ~rosted sand grains, eolian (?) climbing 
! 

ripple cross stratification, and a few high angle dune ¢ross beds are interpreted as evidence 

supporting eolian influence. Eolian transport of sediments is a plausible mechanism in an area 

in which extreme aridity is evidenced by thick halite dJpositS. However, mudstone beds with 

evidence of deposition by eolian processes have not been identified. If dust settled out over a 

halite-precipitating water body, the water body was shallow or agitated enough to prevent 

development of graded bedding as the dust settled througll the water body. 

Thin, horizontal, ripple laminated mudstone beds {vhich overlie thin beds of halite with 

well-preserved primary fabrics may have resulted from transport of mudstone as eolian dust or 

by halite-saturated water into a shallow halite-precipita~ing brine pool. The ripple laminated 

fabrics characterized by thin, silty laminae which pinch .and swell within a darker, more clay-

rich matrix or drape. The base of the siltstone laminae i~ sharp and exhibits little evidence of 

scour. The laminae are only a few millimeters thick, contain internal cross lamination and have 

a sharp or slightly gradational top. These beds resemble tthe ripple laminated mudstones in the 
I 

Green River Formation interpreted as shallow lake mar$in deposits (Smoot, 1983), the flaser 

and lenticular bedding representing alternation of high! current energy and waning current 

energy (Reineck and Singh, 1980), or the lenticularly laminated fine sand, silt, and clay of the 

mudflat environment of saline lakes (Hardie and others, 1~78). The absence of corrosion of the 
i 

underlying halite rules out deposition of these mudstone beds in dominantly subaerial environ-

ments. Even if the flood waters which transported the mudstone were saturated with halite 

before deposition took place, the subaerial environment ould allow exposure of the halite to 

rain and dew, which should mobilize some haUte and disru t fabric, as is not seen in these beds. 

A subaqueous shallow shelf depositional environment is herefore postulated for these beds. 

Mudstone might be transported over broad areas as eolia dust which was reworked in shallow 

water by wave action. Alternatively, mud introduce by any process might be held in 
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suspension in shallow, wave-agitated, halite-saturated w ter, and transported to other areas. A 

mechanism of transportation of low salinity mud-laden ater by density-stratified flow across 
." 

halite-saturated brine, as was implied for San Andres m dstone beds by Bein and Land (1982) is 

unlikely because graded beds, which are characterist~c of such deposition, have not been 

observed. 

Most mudstone beds have disrupted fabrics inte~'preted as being due to haloturbation. 

Although the alternation between halite precipitating and halite dissolving interstitial waters 

within the mudstone could have been caused by changes In composition of an overlying standing 

water body, such changes in salinity are characteristic of! intermittently flooded but dominantly 

subaerial settings, similar to mudflats surrounding saline lakes (Hardie and others, 1978). 

Episodic flooding of the flat by ephemeral streams results in dissolution of halite crusts and 

corrosion of halite within the sediment. Rain or dew on the flat may also contribute to 

mobilization of halite. Evaporation of water and dis~olution of evaporites cooperated to 

increase the salinity of pore waters to halite saturation, allowing regrowth of halite within the 

sediment. Addition of halite to the sediment occurred w~n the mudstone beds were flooded by 

halite-saturated waters, producing abundant displacive crystals within the sediment, a fabric 

similar to saline mudflats rimming saline lakes (Smoot, 19~3) or the continental playa sediments 
i 

of Bris tol Dry Lake (Handford, 1982). In Palo Duro ~vaporites, the facies position of the 
I 
i 

mudstone beds with displacive halite crystals and disruprd fabric between bedded halite and 

weU-bedded terrestrial red beds indicates that the main sburce of the sodium chloride was from 

the adjacent marine-derived halite-precipitating water b~y. The bromide/chloride ratio of the 

displacive halite crystals and cements in mudstone inter~ds in the San Andres is also moderate 
I 

to high (R. S. Fisher, unpublished analysis) which is in a reement with a marine source of the 

depositing brines. Mudstone beds with haloturbated text res characteristically contain 1 to 10 

volume percent displacive anhydrite nodules and trace a ounts of aphanocrystalline dolomite. 

These minerals could have been derived from remobil zed detrital anhydrite and dolomite 

deposited with the sediment, or could have been trans~rted in solution by the same brines 
! 

which precipitated the halite. 
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The common association of mudstone beds with corroded contacts with the underlying 

halite, mudstone beds which contribute mudstone filiin s to karst pits in halite, or mudstone 
I 

- - _. I 

beds overlying chaotic -mudstone-halite rock suggests agenetic relationship between mudstone 

beds and these features. However, not all of these subaerial features are restricted to 

occurrence beneath mudstone beds, indicating that ~ither the features are related to a 
i 

mudstone bed an unknown dis tance above them, or thft not all episodes of exposure which 

produced these features are represented by a mudstone ,*d. 

Distribution of Mudstone Beds 

The mudstone beds are formed by increase of the r~tio at the rate of accumulation of mud 

over the rate of accumulation of halite due to four intfracting processes: (O more efficient 
i 

eolian transport, (2) cessation of halite precipitation, I (3) halite dissolution, and (4) more 

efficient fluvial processes. 

{O Small amounts of fine-grained terrigenous clastics are present in most lithologies in 

the San Andres including carbonate, anhydrite, and bedded halite. These sparse but pervasive 

clastics are not confined or concentrated in a position in'ithe facies tract and are generally sUt-
I 

rich, suggesting that they may be reworked eolian dus1 deposited over a broad area. Dust 

transport into the halite-precipitating environment migh1 be more frequent and more volumet

rically important than in the anhydrite and carbonate rOdks if the dust source area was nearby 

during halite deposition. The location of updip edge Of the halite-precipitating water body 

where it interfingers with adjacent mudstone has no~ been defined for the San Andres. 
I 

Modification of the section to the north and east, beca1\lse of salt dissolution (Gustavson and 
, 

others, 1980) has prevented definition of the depositional1dge of halite, but the suggestion that 
I 

clastic environments moved basinward some unknown I amount during halite deposition is 
I, 

reasonable given the regressive nature of the San Andres ycles. 

(2) The brine supply to the shallow extensive hali e-precipitating shelf could be easily 

decreased or shut off by subtle changes in circulation d to changes in wind, topography, and 
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flooding events. This would cause the previously deposi ed halite to be subaerially exposed and 

halite precipitation to stop. A mudstone bed would then accumulate, because no halite 
-' -

precipitated to dilUte-the-- persistent eolian dust. i 

(3) Some mudstone may have been concentrated b~ dissolution of associated halite. This 

is interpreted as one important reason for formation of insoluble residue mudstones at the top 

of halite beneath the base of the next cycle. ParticU dissolution of halite may also be a 

concentrating mechanism in some chaotic mudstone-halite rocks, producing coUapsed fabrics in 

mudstone and corroded appearance in halite. 

(4-) When the supply of halite-precipitating brines diminished and the previously deposited 

halite was subaerially exposed, processes which tra~port mud may have operated more 

efficiently. Intermittent streams, in particular, could transport mudstone across the dry 

surface, but would deposit it near shore when the area was flooded. The drying of the flat 

would allow rapid progradation of subaerial mudflat environments across halite. The dominant 

sedimentary structures in both the mudflat environment of clastic units and the mudstone 

interbeds in halite is haloturbated, initially ripple laminated mudstone, supporting this 

interpretation. 

Mudstone beds are concentrated in zones and the zOnes can be traced through the area of 

core control. Chaotic mudstone-halite also most commcl>nly occurs in the zones of mudstone 

beds. The combination of processes responsible for dep4itiOn of mudstone beds was therefore 

cyclic and simultaneously affected broad areas. A simila~ cyclic alternation of mud-free halite 

grading up to muddy halite in the Salado Formation of!, the Delaware Basin, New Mexico is 

interpreted by Lowenstein as a shallowing upward seque!'lce, representing progresSion from a 

perennial lagoon to a dry salt pan. 
I 

Summary of San Andres Deposition Environments 

The environment in which the San Andres halite is d posited was a broad, low relief shelf. 

(..,. Circulation was restricted enough to cause brines to pre ipitate halite, but frequent, episodic 
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addition of marine water and reflux of more saline brin s prevented deposition of potassium or 

other salts, and contributed anhydrite partings to the h lite depositional environment. Bedded 
-' 

halite was deposited sob-aqueously, but facies relations .ps and textural features indicate that 
! 

the water was shallow, from a few centimeters to per~aps a few meters deep. Terrigenous 

clastic mudstones of eolian origin were deposited either in subaqueous or subaerial environ-

ments. Transport of clastics under subaqueous conditio~ was either by turbulent suspension by 

wave action in shallow water or by eolian dust storms. I Reworking of subaqueous sediment by 

waves produce lenticular and flaser bedding. These beds commonly are closely spaced, with 

bedded halite with preserved primary fabric between them, and represent episodes when clastic 

input into the environment was frequent. 

Muds tone beds deposited or modified under corditions of subaerial exposure have 

haloturbated fabric, reflecting alternating precipitation and dissolution of halite. Relict ripple 

lamination within them represents episodes of flooding by shallow ponds' or by rare sheetwash 

activities. Karst pits, corrosion of halite, and recrystallized chaotic fabrics result from 

dissolution of previously deposited bedded halite by fluvial and me-teoric water. Displacive, 

euhedral halite crystals result from flooding of the dry mudflat by halite-saturated, mostly 

marine-derived water. Nodules of anhydrite were also Iprecipitated. Dissolution alternating 
I 

with precipitation occurred repeatedly in most beds, h~loturbating initial fabric. Episodic 

return to halite-precipitating conditions caused mudsto~ beds to be interbedded with halite. 

Common halite fabrics were partially destroyed during the! next exposure episode. 

A precise model for the San Andres halite-prec.pitating environment is difficult to 
i 

develop without a close modern analog. Most of the dep~ition of bedded halite occurred under 
" 

shallow shelf conditions. However, significant amounts time are represented by subaerially 
.- .... -. -

deposited and altered mudstone beds:.-]:be--'su~b~ r:,lal boundary of the facies tract 
_w- ... ~ -'. 

occurs, then, within t"hn,:tud-rich ;z~~ of the halite p~rt of the cycle, representing conditions 
I~ report de .• cribes research carned out by staff members of lhe 

of very shallow w~~ifUl eli ,44"n£leiie~~ 'flMr&;m!gws flIMbl~fbIf<tMk~~g Bu'r~rine cause 
ba~lfl tor IsolatIOn of hi~h.level nudear wa tes, The n'~'\ort d 'b th 

large areas to altAr~ '-1'wafl!n WfI!t an drv . t-' escn es e 
-,.71 ,~··~curren STa us ()r research and entative conclusions reached. 

Interpretations and conclusions are ba3ed on vailable data and siate-of-the

al~t_~:_C:,~c.':Pts. and ~t!nce, maY,b6lnodified by more information and {~R ~ ~.':~ 
af·'l.JiICa[,vn of the Involved sCiences. U Ai'-! 



CONCLUSIONS 

This study demonstrates that facies relationships a d sedimentary textures and structures 
.' 

within bedded halite' gIve information which can bEi used to interpret the depositional 

environment in which the sediment accumulated. Recenlt studies, for example Castens-Seidell 

(1984), Hardie and Eugster (1971), Schreiber amd Kinsm,n (1975), Loucks and Longman (1982), 

Schreiber (1978), and Warren (1983), have demonstrated'that facies study of calcium sulfate 

rocks can be productive. Halite, with well preserved se~imentary structures, however, is rare 

and integrated facies studies have hitherto not been undertaken. 

The following facies have been identified within the halite of the San Andres Formation: 

(1) chevron halite with or without abundant anhydrite !partings, (2) halite with color bands 

and/or vertically oriented crystals, (3) equant, structureless halite with minor amounts of 

mudstone or anhydrite as impurities, (4) chaotic mixtures of halite with mudstone, (5) paleo

karst features cutting across other fabrics, (6) mudstone interbeds with disturbed to intraclastic 

fabric or small scale ripple lamination, (7) anhydrite inter~ds, and (8) dark mudstone beds with 

insoluble residue textures at the base of cycles. Petrographic study of features in core 

interpreted based on analogy with sparse examples from modern and other ancient halite 

environments was coupled with study of the regional distribution patterns of these facies shown 

on cross sections. A model for San Andres halite deposjtion emerged from this integration. 

" 

Facies can be traced for long distances, in many in.ervals over the entire area where 
! 
i 

information from cores was available, indicating that the tepositional environment was a broad 

and uninterrupted shelf. For example, San Andres unit 4,' zone 23 is a 3 to 4 m thick sequence 

of dominantly chevron halite throughout the study area. flle rapid vertical fluctuation between 
, 

one facies and the next over broad areas provides evi ence that each zone represents an 

approximately simultaneous event which affected a br ad area, rather than a result of 

migration of narrow facies belts or tracts of facies m The widespread character of 

carbonate and anhydrite facies throughout the San Andres ormation is documented by Fracasso 

and Hovorka (1984). 

DR · .... ~-~ .. 
• ;': '). . ~ "i 

.. ;'v-:,\ '. 
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Where lateral facies changes occur, they show interesting relationships which better 

define the depositional environments. Dolomite and anh drite represent the most marine facies 

within the San Andres> Episodes of deposition of these acies are interpreted as transgressions. 

A thinning of the halite and a less pronounced thickening I of the dark mudstone insoluble residue 

at the base of the transgressive cycle can be identified beneath most of the dolomite and 

anhydrite beds, and is interpreted as a result of dissolutiqn of the most halite in areas where the 
i 

transgressing waters had the lowest salinity. The location of the lowest salinity transgressing 

waters shifts from cycle to cycle, occurring repetitivel)' in unit 4 in southern Swisher County 

but varying in unit .5 between southern Swisher County and eastern Deaf Smith County. 

Where anhydrite beds pinch out updip, they are laterally equivalent to mud-free anhydritic 

halite with textures including chevron halite, verticalily oriented and color banded halite, 

abundant anhydrite partings and equant anhydritic and flIIuddy halite. The laterally equivalent 
i 

facies relationship between anhydrite and chevron halite!, with abundant anhydrite partings can 

be seen, for example, in Swisher County in San Andres unit 4, zone 1.5 and in San Andres unit .5, 

zone 1.5. The chevron halite is interpreted as the fabric most typical of brine pool deposition of 

halite. Crystals of hi\!ite nucleated on the bottom of the brine pool compete for space, 

producing vertically elongated crystals. Variations in t~ density of fluid inclusions trapped at 

the crystals growth faces reflect fluctuations, possibly ~iurnal, in the brine pool conditions. 

Similar vertically oriented and color banded halite is chatacterized by a generally darker color 

and lack of well defined fluid inclusion banding. Modern ~nd experimental analogs for the dark, 

color banded type of halite have not been found. Col r-banded/vertically oriented halite is 

speculatively interpreted to have formed in Slightly dee r or more strongly density stratified 

water conditions where the fluctuations in water che istry were buffered and dark colors 

better preserved by reducing conditions. Abundant an ydrite partings are interpreted, by 

analogy with modern environments, to represent episodes of flooding by marine derived waters 

which were initially saturated with gypsum but not halit. Dissolution of a minor amount of 

halite and precipitation of a thin layer of gypsum precede evaporation to concentrations where 
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the precipitation of halite was renewed. This textural evidence of repeated interaction with 

marine waters complements geochemical and mineralo ic evidence that the brine pool never 
.- ~ i 

became much more. h-lghJYconcentrated than required for!: halite precipitation. 

The other suite of halite facies, including chaotic rpudstone-halite mixtures, halite karst, 

and mudstone interbeds is interpreted as the result of ~ntermittent drying of the halite flat. 

The main lines of evidence that these features represent at leas t intermittently dry conditions 

are (1) the need for hydrologic head to develop microkarSt pipes and pits with a strong vertical 

orientation, (2) the haloturbated textures characteristic of the mudstone interbeds, which 

require alternate wetting with brine and drying and dissolution of halite, (3) the absence of 

graded bedding characteristic of density stratified subaqueous environments, and (4) the typical 

gradational character of the facies transition from bedded halite through haloturbated silty 

mudstone to eolian clastics, for example, at the contact Of the San Andres Formation with the 

overlying Queen-Grayburg Formation. Chaotic mudstone-h~ite is interpreted as a result of 

introduction of mudstone and intense alteration and ~rstification of bedded halite under 

subaerial conditions. Remnant bedded textures in some chaotic mudstone and analogy to 

chaotic mudstone-halite textures in Recent playa lakes $upport this interpretation as well as 

facies relationships which show that the chaotic mudstone-halite is associated with zones of 

abundant mudstone beds in halite by lateral equivalence !or by thick mudstone beds overlying 

chaotic mudstone-halite. Net mud maps reveal that m~ny mudstone bodies have a crudely 

lobate geometry. 

Study of diagenetic processes which modified San Andres bedded halite is not complete. 

A certain amount of recrystallization is clearly recogni2jed where chevron fabrics have been 

destroyed along grain boundaries. More extensive ~Crystllization processes are postulated to 

destroy the millimeter scale floating hopper crystals whi h are sparsely preserved in the San 

Andres, but are very important in modern and experime tal environments. Recrystallization 

has contributed to the absence of primary fabric in the e ant muddy and anhydritic halite, but 

techniques to determine the extent to which the t fabric and absence of bedding is 
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characteristic of some environmental conditions vers 5 due to the loss of primary fabric 

through recrystallization have not been developed. etailed understanding of the primary 

fabric developed irUhiS" '"tudy provides necessary backgrtnd for diage netic studies. 
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0' Table I., Composition of Unit!4 Halite 
_ c. o

, 0' I 

-
111 III 111 111 111 III 

J. Friemel G. Friemel Oetten Harman Zeeck Grabbe 

Halite Thickness (feet) 165.5 152.5 172.7 169.7 176.0 183.7 

A verage Percent Halite 87 89 87 81 77 86 

Average Percent Mudstone 9 7 8 10 10 8 

Number of mudstone 
interbeds 91 116 112 129 101 136 

Maximum mudstone bed 
thickness (mm) 470 310 640 310 920 450 

Average mudstone bed 
thickness (mm) 30 15 19 29 52 28 

c..., 
Average percent mudstone 

in mudstone intervals 65 63 75 86 86 80 

Cumulative thickness of 
chaotic mudstone-
halite rock (feet) 27.5 19.5 12.3 13.6 20.0 29.6 

Average percent anhydrite 4 4 5 9 13 6 

Number of anhydrite 
interbeds 86 210 132 157 283 188 

Maximum anhydrite bed 
thickness (mm) 10 180 120 990 1920 530 



r r r 
Table 2. Textural classification of halite with genetic significance. 

Symbol A B C D E F G H 

-
halite type cheVron halite color banded. chaotic equ.nt equant displacive . halite cavity- fibrous 

rock vertically mudstone- muddy halite anhydritic halite halite in filling cement fracture-
orienteel halite "ali te rock rock rock otner filling halite 
rock sediments cement 

halite crystal 0.),' cm taU 0.),' em tall 0.),,] cm 1-' em I-,cm O.).]cm 1-20+ crn 0.),,1 em 
size \ 

halite crystal ! 
, 

subvertical subver tical equant equant mosaic equant mosaic eunedral equant fIi~c fibrous 
snape mosaiq L:W = mosaic; LIW = "~ anhedral to cubes or 

1:2 to 'II 112 to 'II U eunedral hOpper .. crystals IhapeS 

Ii 
>-

composi tion anhydrite anhydrite. .. mudstone. mudstone, minor anhydrite mudstone; cavity-filnng trace of 2 common; mud- mudstone, u minor anhydrite allG halite is clean nematite 
stone possible organic j' anhydrite dolomite. but is &sso- present as 

anhydrite dated with colorins 
I: 

... mudstone and >- agent. 
"il I anhydrite otherwise 
"i percentage <1-'" 1-'" IO-'~ I-I~ 1-2'" 10-,'" insoluble pure halite 

"§ 
"i. residues 

location anhydrite on within and • in masses within grains. alOlll pard .. s, matrix for 
Irain bowlcIaries. between Irains. i between minor between ,rain bcMndAries halite 
partings. mud- alOlll partings. • halite grains .. 
stone only in in pipes 0 crystals. ... 
pipe fills ___ -T semetito 

within Irains 

I 
fluid inclusions abundant. small varied 

.. 
few VAried varied few large and 

U ? 
define relict aWldant 
growtn facies 

associated with F along crystal " F &: E. Hand/or mudstone may contain may contain non-halite all halite types in non-hali te 
halite types bow\daries and D in pipes beds remnant A. B. remnant A. 8. rocks rocks 

pipes. Hand/or typically possible H possible H 

0 D in pipes includes 
remnant B 

::-c halite 

l> identifying minute fluid bedding and/or IO-Xl"" halite colored halite witn euRedral to exceptionall y fibrous halite 
cnaracteris tics inclusions along vertical orien- mudstone in reel brown or 1-2'"" subhedral coarse clear in fracture. -n relict halite tation of intercrys tal- black by 1-10"" annydrite, no halite crystals, fill many exam-

--I growth faces crystals line masses, impurities. no fabric, no crystals in cavity in other pies red 
chaotic fabric. no bedding sediments salt type colored 
texture becldinl 

sketCh 



Table 3. Weight percent clay size grains determined by pipette analysis in three samples from 
typical mudstone interbeds in San Andres halite from the DOE-Gruy Federal No. 1 Grabbe core. 
Analyses by Seay Nance, 1983. i 

Depth in Feet 
Below KB 

2,569.0 
2,618.4 
2,621.6 

Weight Percent 
Clay Grain Size 

44 
38 
27 
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Plates 

Plate 1 Stone and Webster No.1 J. Friemel core, San An res unit 5 
, 

Plate 2 Stone and Webs"ter No.1 J. Friemel core, San Andres unit 4 

Plate 3 Stone and Webster No. I Detten core, San Andres unit 5 

Plate 4 Stone and Webster No.1 Detten core, San Andreslunit 4 

Plate 5 Stone and Webster No.1 G. Friemel core, San Andres unit 5 

Plate 6 Stone and Webster No.1 G. Friemel core, San An~res unit 4 
I 

Plate 7 Stone and Webster No.1 Harman core, San Andres unit 5 

Plate 8 Stone and Webster No.1 Harman core, San Andre~ unit 4 
I 

Plate 9 Stone and Webster No.1 Zeeck core, San Andres ~nit 5 

Plate 10 Stone and Webster No.1 Zeeck core, San Andresiunit 4 

Plate 11 DOE-Gruy Federal No.1 Grabbe core, San Andres unit 5 

Plate 12 DOE-Gruy Federal No. 1 Grabbe core, San Andres unit 4 

Plate 13 DOE-Gruy Federal No.1 Rex White core, San Andres unit 5 

Plate 14 DOE-Gruy Federal No.1 Rex White core, San Andres unit 4 . 

Plate 15 Correlation of San Andres unit 5 through seven cored wells. The techniques used to 

produce this correlation are described in the text. 

Plate 16 Correlation of San Andres unit 4 through seven cored wells. The techniques used to 

produce this correlation are described in the text. 



Table 1 Composition of unit 4 in the seven cores stu ied, based on the visually estimated 
percent mineralogy shown in Plates I through 14. L mitations of the methods of visual 
estimates are discussed in the text. 

Table 2 Textural classifiCation of halite with genetic sig ificance. 

Table 3 Weight percent clay size grains determined by ipette analysis in three samples from 
typical mudstone interbeds in San Andres halite from the OE-Gruy Federal No. 1 Grabbe core. 
Analyses by Seay Nance. 
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Figure 1. Generalized stratigraphic column, Palo Duro Baisin, modified from Budnik and Smith 
(1982). 
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Figure 2. Regional north-south cross section of salt-bearing rocks in the Texas Panhandle. 
From Presley (I981). 
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CAUTION 

This report describes research carried 

.~~ 

oL~ 

Bureau of Economic Geology that addresses the f asibiJity of the Palo Duro 
Basin for isolation of high-level nuclear wastes. The report describes. the 
progress and current status of research and tentc:\tive conclusions reached. 
interpretations and conclusions are based on available data and state-or-the

art ~.Gnc:.:pts, and ~ence, may.be modified by mOle information and further 
ap[/,c;-.;tiOl1 of the Involved SClenceS. 
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Key to detailed logs, San Andres units 4 and halite 

Col umn 1 

Col umn 2 

Depths in feet below kelly bush ng 

PC indicates point count of 00 points over 1 foot interval 
of slabbed core to check ~stimated percent lithology. 

+ and * indicate sampled int~rval, core not available during 
detailed logging and checking. 

* indicates sample logged by BEG and a detailed description 
available in BEG files. 

+ indicates sample lo~~ed, but no detailed description. 

Intervals sampled before BEG logging are labeled as "sampled" 
in column 2 

Estimated percent lithology 

Mineral Composition 

Porosi ty 
Potash Salt 
Halite 
Anhydri te 
Gypsum 
Dolostone 
Limestone 
Chert 
Sandstone 
Siltstone 
Mudstone 
Claystone 

Carbonate Comoonents 

G Grainstone 
P Packstone 
W Wackestone 
M t1udstone 

Figure 6. Key to the symbols used in detailed ogs of unit 4 and 5 halite. 
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Col umn 3 

Halite 

\" \ \ 

Carbonate Components (contin 

0 oolites or coated grain 

CJ intraclasts 

~ foss; l; ferous (genera l) , 

.-- moll uscs 

0 crinoids 

~ forams 

n brachiopods 

A phyll 0; d algae 

11) coral 

Structures 

chevrons 

vertically oriented crystals 

dark bands 

ed) 

Sketch of structures in l~ft'half 
of column; interbeds of one lithology 
in another extend 3/4 of column width; 
boundaries between lithologies drawn 
across entire column width. 

pipe, pits (show residue at bottom) 1/ 1[ 

11 anhydrite 

I" , 

~.,..----

~I\II"~ 

---

chaotic mud salt 

recrystallized halite 

exceptionally coarse halite 

mudstone interbed 

anhydrite interbed 

discontinuous mudstone interbed 

discontinuous anhydrite interbed 

nonhorizontal bedding 
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Column 3 

Anhydri te 

Carbonates 

----

Clastics 

Structures (continued) 

gypsum pseudomorphs 

bedding (schematic) 

contorted bedding 

nodular 

crys tall otopi c 

bedding, scour surface 

wispy lamination 

ripple lamination 

cross beds 

intraclasts 

coarse grainstone 

burrows 

styl 01 i tes 

lamination 

burrows 

ripple lamination 

disturbed intrac1astic fabric 

more di sturbed 

cross bedding 

dissipation structures 
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c... 

c... 

Col urnn 3 

Genera 1 

0-0 

t::;; 

= 
~ ., 
..B 

~ 
a 

<<<Oti? 

0 
000 

'* 
Col urnn 4 

Structures (continued) 

boudinage 

mudcracks 

- cTas'ts 

faulti ng 

fractures 

birdseye-fabric 

contorted alminae, 

displacive halite hoppers 

skeletal displacive halite 

fi 11 ed fracture 

nodules (note composition) 

crystallotopic anhydrite in other lithologies 

Comments 

A. At left edge letters A through F indicate halite rock types. 

Ha 1 i te Types 

A bedded halite with chevron fluid inclusions 

B bedded halite with vertically oriented crystals 

o chaotic rnudsalt 

E recrys ta 11, i zed muddy halite 

F recrystallized halite with interstitial anhydrite 

G displacive halite in sediment 

H coarse recrystallized cavity fill, halite 

I fibrous fracture fill 

See table and text for description of h lite classification. 
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B. Location, irre'jularity and estimated continuity of mudstone 
and anhydrite interbeds in halite. 

" I ' I 1\ I 

~ ,P 

• ••••• 

- -......... -

mudstone 

anhydri te 

irregular base, flat top 

discontinuous beds 

C. Comments on interbeds 

M indicates mudstone 

A indicates anhydrite 

bed thickness shown 

SA indicates 5 anhydrite interbeds too closely spaced to 
show individually/estimated percent impurities shown. 
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Figure 7. Summary of halite fabrics in the San Andres ForrTjation comparing the fabrics seen in 
the San Andres with fabrics produced by modern or experiljnental halite precipitation. Papers 
discussing origins of ancient and modern halite fabrics are c ted. 
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Figure 8. Elongated, vertically oriented halite crystals are visible in an etched slab because 
they are rimmed by anhydrite (white). Slab from San Andres: unit 4, Stone and Webster No. 1 J. 
Friemel core, 2,673 feet, width 7.5 cm. I 



Figure 9. Elongated, vertically oriented halite crystals (gray) with abundant, weakly zoned fluid 
inclusions are rimmed with anhydrite (dark). Thin section from San Andres unit 4, Stone and 
Webster No. I G. Friemel core, 2,546.6 feet, width 5 mm, partly crossed nicols. 



Figure 10. Cubic halite crystals less than a millimeter a~ross are preserved only within an 
anhydrite matrix. Fluid inclusions within the crystals defif!le poorly formed lamination. These 
small, randomly oriented crystals may have formed at ~the sediment/water interface and 
foundered when they became too heavy to be suspended by icapillary forces. Thin section from 
San Andres unit 4, Stone and Webster No. 1 G. Friemel core, 2,325.2 feet, width 3.25 mm, 
partly crossed nicols. 

W\'. 

Figure 11. Small halite cubes in anhydrite matrix are 
rafts of cubes at the air-brine interface. Thin section 
Webster No.1 G. Friemel core, 2,512.3 feet, width 7.7 mm, 

and may have formed as floating 
San Andres unit 4, Stone and 

tly crossed nicols. 



Figure 12. Equant mosaic halite with small, randomly scattered fluid inclusions within crystals 
and minor anhydrite along grain boundaries. Note that grain boundaries are triple junctions, 
suggesting, by analogy with similar fabrics in carbonates, that some recrystallization has taken 
place. Thin section from San Andres unit 4-, Stone and Webster No. 1 G. Friemel core, 2,4-66 
feet, width 7.7 mm, partly crossed nicols. 

Figure 13. Fluid inclusions concentrated along regular! -spaced relict growth faces of bottom 
nucleated crystals are called chevron structures when the crystals oriented with the cube 
corners upward grew in preference to those in other orie tat ions. Thin section frol1 San Andres 
unit 5, Stone and Webster No.1 Mansfield core, 1,377.0 f et, width 7.7 mm, plane light. 



Figure 14. Coronets are similar to chevrons, but crystals with cube faces upward are growing 
preferentially to other orientations. In this example, the coronets are nucleated on detrital 
halite cubes or foundered rafts which were deposited w~th cube faces on the brine pool floor. 
Thin section from San Andres lInit 4, Stone and Webster No. 1 G. Friemel core, 2,512.3 feet, 
width 7.7 mm, partly crossed nico1s. 
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Figure 15. Color banding due to alteration of anhydritic, fluid inclusion-rich, white halite with 
dark halite pigmented by clay, organic matter, and anhYlite. The dark bed at the base of the 
slab is an anhydritic mudstone bed. The 1 cm thick s ab is 10 cm wide and is mounted on 
plexiglass so that the photograph could be taken in both ransmitted and reflected light. Core 
from Stone and Webster No.1 Zeeck well, depth 2,847.2 t 2,847.8 feet. 
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Figure 16. Chevron structures have been truncated by a corrosion surface. Anhydrite, probably 
deposited from the lower salinity water which caused t~e corrosion forms a parting along the 
truncation surface and along zones of permeability of former open spaces between halite 
crystals. Thin section from San Andres unit 4, Stone and Webster No. 1 G. Friemel core, 
2,522.0 feet, width 7.7 mm, partly crossed nicols. 
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Figure 17. Vertical features visible as lighter recrystal~,zed halite in banded chevron halite are 
known as pipes. Slab mounted on plexiglass from San 1ndres unit 4, Stone and Webster No. I 
Zeeck core, 2,629.3 to 2,630.3 feet is 10 cm wide. I 
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Figure 18. Anhydritic, fluid inclusion rich host halite on the right of the photograph has been 
truncated by a pipe filled with clear halite with sparse, large fluid inclusions on the left. Thin 
section from San Andres unit 5, Stone and Webster No. 1 G. Friemel core, 2,222.9 feet, width 
7.7 mm, partly crossed nicols. 
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Figure 19. Mudstone (dark) fills several pipes in white hevron halite. The pipes are slightly 
sinuous tubes which cut across the slabbed face of t e core, making them appear to be 
discontinuous. A dark bed of muddy halite is overlain by mudstone bed at the top of the core. 
The pipes are truncated at this bed, suggesting that the udstone in the pipes may have been 
supplied during deposition of the mudstone bed. San And es unit 4 from the Stone and Webster 
No.1 J. Friemel core, 2,483.5 to 2,485.6 feet. Core is 10 . m wide. 
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Figure 20. A large pit in muddy halite has a dark anhydritic mudstone (M) on its floor and is 
filled with coarse, clear halite. The slab from the Sto~e and Webster No.1 Mansfield core, 
1,726.0 to 1,726.4 feet is mounted on p1exiglass and! shown in partly transmitted, partly 
reflected light. The core is 10 cm wide. 
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Figure 21. A pit with a complex shape in banded, chevron halite is partly filled with dark, 
anhydritic mudstone and partly filled with clear halite. The slab from the Stone and Webster 
No. I Detten core, 2,713 • .5 to 2,714.2 feet is mounte~ on plexiglass and shown in partly 
transmitted, partly reflected light. The core is 10 cm widf. 
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Figure 22. Color bands in halite are tilted at an angle of 16 degrees from horizontal. This 
deformation influences only about 20 cm of core with overlying and underlying beds 
undeformed and is interpreted as an early karst col1aps~ block. The pit into which collapse 
occurred is not visible in core. The core from the Stonei and Webster No. 1 J. Friemel well, 
2,611.0 feet is 10 cm wide. 
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Figure 23. Halite along grain boundaries lacks chevron st uctures. This absence of this primary 
fabric along most grain boundaries is attributed to recr stallization during diagenesis. Thin 
section from San Andres unit 5, Stone and Webster No. G. Friemel core, 2,243.6 feet, width 
3.25 mm, partly crossed nicols. 
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Figure 24. The acicular shape and random orientatio'1 of crystals of anhydrite within halite are 
evidence that the anhydrite is a diagenetic rather than a detrital phase. Thin section from San 
Andres unit 4, Stone and Webster No. I G. Friemel core, 2,504.3 feet, width 0.85 mm, crossed 
nicols. 

Figure 25. ·Crystals of limpid dolomite along grain 
Note the unusual, stumpy crystal shape due to the 
section from San Andres unit 5, Stone and Webster 
0.85 mm, crossed nicols. 

ies in halite are diagenetic phases. 
pression of many crystal faces. Thin 

• 1 G. Friemel core, 2,294.6 feet, width 
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Figure 26. Zones of dense fluid inclusions alternate with zones lacking in fluid inclusions to 
define chevron structures. Thin section from San Andres unit 5, Stone and Webster No.1 G. 
Friemel core, 2,312.0 feet, width 3.25 mm, partly crossed nicols • 
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Figure 27. Vertical orientation of chevron crystals is in",ornr,.1r,.rt as a result of the most rapid 
growth of the crystals which are oriented with upward. The chevrons have been 
recrystallized along grain boundaries. Thin section fr San Andres unit 4, Stone and Webster 
No.1 G. Friemel core, 2,467.8 feet, width 5 mm, partly ossed nicols. 
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Figure 28. Halite crystals with chevron structures are oriented with long axes and chevron 
corners oblique to vertical. This may reflect growth as ritosettes, probably nucleated on detrital 
halite crystals which were deposited with cube faces on t e brine pool floor. The dark material 
is the anhydrite matrix. Thin section from San Andres nit 4, DOE - Gruy Federal No. I Rex 
Whi te core, 1,880 feet, width 7.7 mm, plane light. . 
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Figure 29. Mudstone and halite mixed without any de¢inition of bedding is called chaotic 
mudstone-halite. In this example, the halite crystals are qark and anhedral, and the mudstone is 
structureless with abundant small, white anhydrite modul~s. Core is from San Andres unit 4 in 
the Stone and Webster No. I Zeeck well, depth 2,802 feet.' 



Figure 30. Typical chaotic mudstone-halite with euhedral halite crystals (gray). Minor amounts 
of white anhydrite and dolomite rim some mudstone masses. Thin section from San Andres 
unit 4, Stone and Webster No. I G. Friemel core, 2,513.4, width 7.7 mm, partly crossed nicols. 

Figure 31. Typical chaotic mudstone-halite texture 
crystals. Thin section from San Andres unit 5, 
2,317.6 feet, width 7.7 mm, partly crossed nicols •. 

th anhedral, corroded-looking halite 
and Webster No.1 G. Friemel core, 



Figure 32. Mudstone mass (dark) in chaotic mudstone-halite contains elongated anhydrite 
nodules (A) showing the deformed character of mudstone~ Thin section from San Andres unit 4, 
Stone and Webster No. I Mansfield core, 1,545 feet, width 3.25 mm, plane light. 
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Figure 33. Finely crystalline halite and mudstone eVe~lY mixed in subequal amounts is an 
unusual texture in the San Andres Formation. Slab, 10 cm wide from San Andres unit 4, DOE -
Gruy Federal No.1 Grabbe core, depth 2,578.3 to 2,579.1 feet. 
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Figure 34. Chaotic mudstone-halite has areas with partly preserved primary fabric. Note the 
light-colored anhydritic areas in the upper and lower part of the slab where primary fabric is 
preserved. The slab is from San Andres unit 5 of the Slone and Webster No.1 Mansfield core, 

. 1,726.5 to 1,726.9 feet and is mounted on plexiglass and shown in partly transmitted, partly 
reflected light. The core is 10 cm wide. 
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Figure 35. Dish shaped mudstone masses in chaotic mudstone halite are interpreted as former 
karst pit floors where the host halite has been recrystaJlized and lost all of its primary fabric. 
Core from San Andres unit 5 in the Stone and Webster No.1 G. Friemel core, 2,229 to 2,230.8 
feet. 
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Figure 36. A pit in bedded chevron halite has been fille~ with a first generation of clear halite 
cement (1), a second generation of anhydritic mudstone !(2), and a third generation of euhedral 
displacive halite crystals within the mudstone (3). The slab is from the upper San Andres of the 
Stone and Webster No.1 Zeeck core, 2,039.4 to 2,040.1 feet and is mounted on plexiglass and 
shown in partly transmitted, partly reflected light. The ¢ore is 10 cm wide. 
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Figure 37. Equant, muddy halite rock is composed of coarse clear halite with impurities of 
mudstone, and in this sample, anhydrite. Large fluid inclusions (I) are abundant. The largest 
inclusion was breached when the slab was cut and has been filled with dark epoxy. The slab 
from the upper San Andres of the Stone and Webster N0i' 1 Zeeck core, depth 1,904.0 to 1,904.8 
feet is mounted on plexiglass and is shown in transmitted and reflected light. 

I 
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Figure 38. Equant, anhydritic halite rock is composed of ,equant crystals of halite. Compare 
the right side of the core, where anhydrite (white) is the dq,minant impurity, to the left side of 
the core where the dark areas are mudstone masses within ~nd between crystals forming equant 
muddy halite rock. Most of the dark areas in the anhydritic part of the slab were fluid 
inclusions which were breached and filled with grit during slab preparation. The slab from San 
Andres unit 1+ of the DOE-Gruy Federal No.1 Grabbe co~e, depth 2,587.0 to 2,787.7 feet is 
mounted on plexiglass and is shown in transmittted and ref! \cted light. 
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Figure 39. Bedding in chevron halite is defined by pattings marked by anhydrite and dark 
impurities. The initial layer of halite above the parting is clear, equant halite, which becomes 
cloudy with fluid inclusions defining chevrons toward the top of the layer. The slab from San 

I Andres unit 4 of the Stone and Webster No.1 Zeeck <:pre, depth 2,859.8 to 2,860.2 feet is 
.., mounted on plexiglass and is shown in transmitted and reflected light. 
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Figure 40. Displacive cubes of halite in a muddy sil stone bed have inclusions of muddy 
siltstohe within them. The zonation within the mudd siltstone indicate that episodes of 
displacive growth of halite alternated with episodes f non-displacive cementation. Thin 
section from the San Andres unit 4 in the DOE-Gruy Fed ral No. I Rex White core, 1,879 feet, 
plane light, width 7.7 mm. I 



Figure 41. Slightly skeletal halite crystals (dark) in a Silly mudstone bed with highly disturbed 
to intraclastic bedding have elongated corners relative 0 cube centers. Slab from the San 
Andres unit 4 in the DOE-Gruy Federal No.1 Rex White ore, depth 1,807 feet. Photograph by 
Laura Elliott. 

Figure 42. Skeletal halite growing preferentially in a 
in an anhydrite bed. Thin section from the San Andres 
G. Freimel core, 2,583.6 feet plane light, width 7.7 mm. 

laminae within a lens of mudstone 
4 in the Stone and Webster No.1 
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Figure 43. Coarse, clear halite is interpreted as cemenit filling a large karst cavity. In this 
example, the cavity is larger than the core width, allowin~ precipitation of very coarse crystals. 
The core is from the San Andres unit 4 of the Stone and! Webster No.1 Mansfield well, depth 
1,689 to 1,686 feet. 
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Figure 44. Halite cement (black) fills a gastropod moid. Thin section from the San Andres 
unit 4 carbonate in the DOE-Gruy Federal No.1 Grabbe ¢ore, 2,854.3 feet, crossed nicols, width 
7.7 mm. 

Figure 45. A halite-filled fracture (gray) cutting muds (dark) and anhydrite nodules (white). 
Thin section from the San Andres unit 5 in the Stone and Webster No. 1 G. Friemel core, 
2,283.0 feet, partly crossed nicols, width 5 mm. 



Figure 46. The halite in the halite-filled fracture is composed of horizontal fibers. Blades of 
anhydrite project from the walls and are oriented par~lel to the halite fibers. Thin section 
from the Stone and Webster ~o. 1 Mansfield core, 1,582 4 is 0.85 mm wide and shown in partly 
crossed nicols. 
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Figure 47. Halite has pseudomorphously replaced larg~ gypsum crystals in ripple laminated, 
dolomitic anhydrite. Lamination marking relict growth st!rfaces are preserved within the halite 
crystals. Core from the uppermost anhydrite bed in the San Andres unit 5 in the Stone and 
Webster No.1 Harman core, 2,483 feet, core width 10 cm. 

Figure 48. Typical red-brown mudstone composed of 
red-brown clay, anhydrite, and minor silt-sized 
slide is between the mudstone and the underlying 
unit 4 in the Stone and Webster No.1 G. Friemel 
7.7 mm. 

, silt-sized quartz and feldspar, 
Irregular contact at the base of the 

• Thin section from the San Andres 
, 2,548.2 feet, crossed nicols, width 



Figure 49. Fine ripple lamination in siltstone with muds~one drapes. ~udcracks or possible 
molds of halite crystals (M) truncate lamination in the rrliddle mudstone bed. Fabric in the 
upper mudstone bed has been disturbed by soft sediment n1Iicrofolding and faulting. Core from 
San Andres unit 4 in the Stone and Webster No.1 Mansfield well, depth 1,583 feet. Core is 
10 cm wide. 



Figure 50. Photomicrograph of fine ripple lamination! in the same interval as shown in 
Figure 46. Silty ripples are separated by thick clay drapes. White cracks are artifacts of. drying 
and sampling of the core. Thin section from the San Andres unit 4 in the Stone and Webster 
No. I Mansfield core, l,582.4 feet, plane light, width 7.7 mrn. 
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Figure 51. Two slightly deformed ripple-laminated siltstone beds are within halite with fairly 
well-preserved primary fabric, including chevrons and v¢rtically-oriented crystals. Slab from 
San Andres unit 4 from the Stone and Webster No.1 J. Friemel core, depth 2,673.3 to 
2,673.8 feet. Core is 10 cm wide. 



Figure 52. A mudstone interbed in halite has disturbed fabric and abundant small anhydrite 
nodules (white) in the lower centimeter of the bed, overl~in by ripple-laminated siltstone and 
clay drapes. The base of the bed has been deformed and enriched in anhydrite by the dissolution 
of a minor amount of the underlying halite during deposition of the bed. Note the silt-filled 
mold of a cubic halite crystal (M) within the clay drape. Thin section from the San Andres 
unit 4 in the Stone and Webster No. I G. Friemel core, 2,5PO.6 feet, partly crossed nicols,width 
0.85 mm. ' 

Figure 53. Intraclastic siltstone (light color) fills a mold 
siltstone. The fabric of siltstone and the overlaying 
dissolution of the halite. Thin section from the San Andres 
Mansfield core, 1,583.9 feet, plane light, width 7.7 mm. 

a halite crystal in rippled clayey 
layer have both been disrupted by 
t 4 in the Stone and Webster No. I 
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Figure 54. The contact between halite (gray) and a mud~y siltstone interbed is gradational. In 
the lower part of the photo fluid inclusions chevron s~ructures in anhydritic halite indicate 
deposition on the brine-pool floor. The upper part of the halite, however, has inclusions of 
muddy siltstone indicating that this halite may have ,rown displacively into the overlying 
mudstone bed. Thin section from the San Andres unit,4 in the Stone and Webster No. I G. 
Friemel core, 2,556.4 feet, partly crossed nicols, width 7.1 mm. 

. , 

Figure 55. A fracture in mudstone has cut several anhYdlite nodules, but the anhydri~e nodu.les 
I have partly healed themselves. Dark areas are fibrous h lite filling t~e fracture. Thm sectIon 
~ from the San Andres unit 4 in the Stone and Webster No.1 G. Fnemel core, 2,431.9 feet, 

crossed nicols, width 3.25 mm. 
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Figure 56. Well-formed load cast structures in dark, dol0tnite-siliciclastic mudstone at the base 
of San Andres unit 4 in the Stone and Webster No.1 G. friemel well. Width of the unslabbed 
core is 10 cm. 
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Figure 57. Small scale, soft sediment microfaults deform a thin siltstone residue beneath an 
anhydrite bed within San Andres unit 4 halite. Slabbed core from ~he Stone and Webster No.1 
Zeeck well, depth 2,563 feet is 10 em wide. 
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Figure 58. Starved ripple-laminated dark mudstone at t"e base of an anhydrite bed. The 
anhydrite contains halite pseudomorphs after bottom nucleated gypsum crystals as well as 
starved ripple lamination. Slabbed core from San Andres unit 4 in the Stone and Webster No.1 
Zeeck well, depth 2,826 feet. 



Figure 59. Anhydrite nodules within dark mudstones at ~he base of the lowest cycle in unit 5 
contain relict pseudomorphs after gypsum crystals, sug~esting that they originated by frag
mentation of thin anhydrite beds. Compare the fabric in this residue to the unaltered anhydrite 
bed in figure 61. Thin section from the Stone and Webst~r No.1 Mansfield core, 1,543.0 feet, 
plane light, width 3.25 mm. 
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Figure 60. A thin anhydrite bed within halite has been ~V'''Ar,c vely replaced by halite. The 
irregular bedding surfaces, small pseudomorphs after , and eyes of halite within the bed 
are typical of these interbeds. Slabbed core from San unit 4 of the Stone and Webster 
No. I Harman well, depth 2,766 feet. 



Figure 61. Anhydrite (white) and halite (gray) pseudomorbhs after gypsum in a thin anhydrite 
bed. The centers of many of the pseudomorphs have been replaced by halite. Thin section from 
the San Andres unit 5 in the Stone and Webster No. I a. Friemel core, 2,284.6 feet, partly 
crossed nicols, width 7.7 mm. 
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Figure 62. The upper surface of this anhydrite bed is high~· irregular, with what appears to be a 
pit filled with halite on the left side of the core trunc ting the laminated anhydrite host. 
Slabbed core from San Andres unit 5, Stone and Webster N • 1 Mansfield core depth 1,451 feet. 
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Figure 63. An anhydrite bed (A) has collapsed into the underlying bedded halite (Stone and 
Webster No. 1 Harman). At the base of the anhydrite is an anhydritic mudstone residue. 
Lamination within the anhydrite is steeply dipping at, the base of the bed and becomes 
horizontal at the top, indicating that the collapse oc¢urred during deposition of the bed. 
Slabbed core from top of San Andres unit 5 in the Stone and Webster No. I Detten well, depth 
2,389 to 2,393 feet. 
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Figure 64. Details of correlation of zone 23 and over and underlying zones in the three cores 
from Swisher County. Note that zone 23 is chevron halite truncated by abundant anhydrite 
partings throughout the area. The key to the symbols is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 65. The variation· in thickness of the chevron halite in San Andres unit 4, zone 23 in 
Swisher County could be due either to erosion or dissolution of halite during deposition of the 
mudstone beds of zone 24, as shown in correlation A, or to deposition of a thinner sequence of 
halite in the upper part of zone 23, as shown in correlation B. The key to the symbols .is shown 
in figure 6. 
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Figure 66. Correlation of zone 21 of San Andres unit 4 in Swisher County demonstrates the kind 
of variability in a typical zone of anhydritic halite. The key to the symbols is shown in figure 6. 
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Figure 67. The anhydrite bed of San Andres unit 4, zone 26 is thickest in the No. I Zeeck well, 
and the underlying halite is correspondingly thin. A mudstone insoluble residue underlies the 
anhydrite only in the No. 1 Zeeck well. This relationship is interpreted as a result of dissolution 
of halite in the Zeeck well during the transgression which deposited the anhydrite. The key to 
the symbols is shown in figure 6. 
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Figure 68. Zone 19 of Sail Andres unit 4 is muddier in the No. 1 Zeeck core than in the other 
cores from Swisher County. The extra thick mudstone bed and the underlying mudstone-halite 
indicates deposition of more mudstone in the area of the No.1 Zeeck well, but the geometry of 
this mudstone thick cannot be defined with the core spacing available. The key to the symbols is 
shown in figure 6. 
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This report describes research carried out by ~taff members of the 
Bureau of Economic G(!ology that addresses the feasibility of the Palo Duro 
Basin for isolation of high-level nuclear wastes. The: report describes the 
progress and current status of research and tentative Conclusions reached. 
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Figure 70. The amount and composition of impurities in the halite of zone 15 in the No. I 
Harman core is approximately equal to the amount and composition of impurities in the residue 
of the No. I Grabbe core. The method of calculation is discussed in the text. 
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Figure 71. Distribution of facies in the entire San Andres unit 4 shows that while the thickness 
of the entire unit 4 is fairly constant in the north-central part of the Palo Duro Basin where 
wells were cored, the halite thickens toward the north (No. 1 Mansfield and No.7 Rex White 
cores) at the expense of carbonate. 
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Figure 72. The anhydritic halite of zone 3 is thicker in the No.1 Detten core than in the other 
cores in Deaf Smith County. The variation in thickness does not appear to be due to dissolution 
in the area of the other wells, but to greater sediment accumulation in the area of the No. 1 
Detten well. The key to the symbols is shown in figure 6. 
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Figure 73. The anhydrite beds in San Andres unit 4, zone 14, 16, and 26 thickens toward the 
south in the area of. Swisher County. Note that these figures are based on only seven data 
points provided by cored wells . 
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Figure 74. The anhydrite bed of zone 14 pinches out to the north (No.1 Rex White core) into 
chevron halite with abundant anhydrite partings and thin interbeds. A thin mudstone residue 
underlies the anhydrite in the south (No.1 Zeeck core). The key to the symbols is shown in 
figure 6. 
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Figure 75. Cross sections through zones with abundant mudstone beds can be used with 
conventional techniques of net clastic mapping to show the geometry of mudstone bodies within 
San Andres unit 4, zones 1, 4, 6, 12, 22, and 24. 
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Figure 76. The geometry of mudstone bodies are mapped by preparing net mudstone maps 
within San Andres unit 4, zones 1, 4, 6, 12, 22, and 24. The thickness of the mudstone shown is 
the summation of the amount of mudstone as both minor and dominant lithologies within the 
interval. Note that these maps are based on only seven data points, and show general trends but 
lack detail. 
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Figure 77. Isopach and composition of zone 2 San Andres unit 5 showing distribution of the 
thickest, most marine facies in Deaf Smith County. 
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Figure 79. Cross section of the relationship between the uppermost bedded halite mterval of 
unit 4 and the lowest cycle of unit 5. The upper anhydrite marker of unit 4, zone 26 is used as a 
datum. The key to the symbols is shown in figure 6. 
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Figure 80. Distribution of halite in San Andres unit 5, zone 3 and dolomite in zone 5, again 
showing an inverse relationship between preservation of halite at the top of one cycle and lower 
salinity facies in the overlying cycle • 
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Figure 81, Distribution of halite in San Andres unit 5, zone 6 and dolomite in zone 8. The 
inverse relationship between preservation of halite at the top of one cycle and lower salinity 
facies in the overlying cycle is not clearly developed in this interval. 
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Figure 83. Isopach of unit 5, zone 17 showing increasing thickness of the anhydrite bed to the 
south in both Swisher and Deaf Smith counties. 
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Figure 84. Isopach of unit 5, zone 19 showing increasing thickness of anhydrite bed to the south 
in Swisher County. 
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Figure 85. Distribution of facies in San Andres unit 5, zone 23, 24, and 25. The most marine 
facies are present in the south east with halite present within the interval in Deaf Smith 

County. 
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